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CONTRACT AGREEMENT 
between 
The Paterson School District 
and 
The Paterson Education 
Association 
2000-2001 
2001-2004 
PEA - PCEA - NJEA - NEA 
WITNESSETH 
WHEREAS, the District and the Association 
recognize and declare that providing a quality education 
for the children of the Paterson School District is their 
mutual aim, and, 
WHEREAS, the District has an obligation, pursuant 
to Chapter 123, Public Laws 1975, as amended to 
negotiate with the Association as the representative of 
employees hereinafter designated with respect to the terms 
and conditions of employment, and, 
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain 
understandings which they desire to confirm in this 
Agreement, be it 
RESOLVED, in consideration of the following 
mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as follows: 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
The parties have spent numerous hours in 
proofreading this document to ensure that its contents are 
an accurate reflection of the negotiated agreement. The 
parties recognize, however, that despite their best efforts, 
errors in the proofreading or printing of a document as 
comprehensive as this are possible. Therefore, should 
disputes arise with regard to the accuracy of what has been 
printed herein, the parties agree to rely on the 1991-94 
printed collective bargaining agreement, the package 
presented by the Association to its membership for 
ratification of the 1994-97 agreement (which modifies the 
terms of the 1991-94 collective bargaining agreement), 
the 1997-2000 and subsequent Memoranda of Agreement, 
the language developed as a result of the Fact-Finder's 
Report for the 1997-2000 agreement, and relevant side-
bar agreements reached by the parties. 
ARTICLE I 
RECOGNITION 
1:1 REPRESENTED STAFF 
The District hereby recognizes the Association as 
the exclusive and sole representative for collective 
negotiations concerning grievances and terms and 
conditions of employment for all personnel whether under 
contract, on leave, employed or to be employed by the 
District including the following positions: 
Instructional Certificated positions "(including staff 
holding emergency and/or provisional certification, staff 
assigned to the Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps. 
Program but excluding Substitutes) 
Education Services Certificated positions ^(excluding 
staff members serving under a Director of Student 
Personnel Services certification) 
Athletic Directors (if serving in non-supervisory roles) 
Attendance Officers 
Dental Assistants 
Instructional Assistants, (including staff assigned to the 
Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps. Program, but 
excluding hourly paid Lunchroom Monitors) 
School/Community Program Coordinators or other Parent 
Liaison staff 
Secretarial/Clerical Staff, (including Employee Benefit 
Specialists, but excluding Confidential Secretaries as 
designated by law or regulation) 
Registrars 
Telephone Operators 
Security Officers, (employed directly by the District) 
* as defined in the State of New Jersey Department of 
Education Certification Manual, law, or regulation. 
1 
...and all other positions whose salaries are included as 
part of this Agreement and who have a community of 
interest with the members of the negotiations unit as 
defined above, but excluding all others. 3:1 
1:2 EMPLOYEE DEFINED 
ARTICLE 3 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
DEFINITIONS 
3:1-1 Grievance 
Unless otherwise indicated, the term "employee" or A " g r i e v a n c e " 1S a c l a i m bY a n employee or the 
"staff member" when used hereinafter in this Agreement Association based upon the interpretation, application, or 
shall refer to all employees represented by the Association violation of this Agreement, policies or administrative 
in the negotiating unit defined above. decisions affecting the terms and' conditions of 
employment of an employee or a group of employees. 
ARTICLE 2 
NEGOTIATIONS OF SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT 
2:1 DEADLINE DATE 
The parties agree to enter into collective 
negotiations over a successor agreement in accordance 
with Chapter 123, Public Laws 1975, in a good-faith effort 
to reach agreement on all matters concerning the terms 
and conditions of employees' employment. 
Such negotiations shall begin not later than 120 days 
before the required budget submission date for the 
District, in the last contractual year of this agreement. 
Any agreement so negotiated upon ratification shall apply 
to all employees covered under this collective bargaining 
agreement, be reduced to writing, be signed by the State 
District Superintendent and the Association, and be 
adopted by the District. 
3:1-2 Aggrieved Person 
An "aggrieved person" is the person or persons 
making the claim. 
3:1-3 Party in Interest 
A "party in interest" is the person or persons making 
the claim and any person who might be required to take 
action or against whom action might be taken in order to 
resolve the claim. 
3:2 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the 
lowest possible level, equitable solutions to the problems 
which may from time to time arise affecting employees. 
Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as 
informal and confidential as may be appropriate at any 
level of the procedure. 
3:3 PROCEDURE 
3:3-1 Time Limits 
Since it is important that grievances be processed as 
rapidly as possible, the number of days indicated at each 
level should be considered as a maximum and every effort 
should be made to expedite the process. The time limits 
specified may, however, be extended by mutual 
agreement. 
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The parties agree, however, that any claim 01 
grievance must be filed in writing at the most appropriate 
level within thirty-five (35) calendar days of the 
occurrence of the event. 
3:3-2 LEVEL ONE 
Supervisor 
Principal or Immediate 
3:3-2.1 An employee with a grievance shall 
first discuss it with his/her principal or immediate 
supervisor, either directly or through the Association's 
designated representative. 
3:3-3 LEVEL II -State District Superintendent 
or Designee 
3:3-3.1 If the aggrieved person is not 
satisfied with the disposition of his/her grievance at Level 
One, or if no decision has been rendered within five (5) 
school days after the presentation of the grievance, s/he 
may file the grievance, in writing, with the Association 
within five (5) school days after the decision or within ten 
(10) school days after the grievance was presented, 
whichever is sooner. 
3:3-3.2 Within five (5) school days after 
receiving the written grievance, the Association shall refer 
it to the district Superintendent, or designee, who shall 
have the authority to resolve the grievance. 
3:3-3.3-1 The written application for 
a Level Two hearing shall include the reasons for the 
employee's dissatisfaction with the earlier determination. 
In addition, the application for Level Two hearing shall 
include Article(s) of the Agreement claimed to have been 
violated; a dated copy of the written grievance discussed 
at the Level One hearing, including the signature of the 
grievant, the Association representative and the 
principal/immediate supervisor who heard the matter; and 
the relief sought by the grieving parties. 
3:3-3.3-2 In those cases where the 
grievance form is not signed by the principal or immediate 
supervisor when the written grievance is presented at the 
Level One hearing, the district will hear the grievance at 
Level Two upon presentation by the Association. 
3:3-3.3-3 Whenever possible and 
known by the Association, the application of a Level Two 
hearing shall include identification of all persons 
aggrieved by the violation and calculation of the cost (if 
any) of the relief sought. 
3:3-3.4 The aggrieved person shall 
have the right to be present and heard at Level Two. 
3:3-3.5 The Superintendent, or designee, 
and the Association President shall jointly establish a 
monthly calendar of Level II meetings. Said schedule 
shall be established in September of each school year. 
3:3-3.6 All grievances filed at Level Two 
within five (5) working days prior to the date of the Level 
Two meeting shall be heard at the time of the monthly 
meeting. Said meeting may be postponed or canceled by 
mutual agreement of the parties. The Level Two hearing 
shall consist of a presentation of each grievance by the 
representative(s) of the Association. The State District 
Superintendent, or his/her designee, may request 
additional information or documentation as agreed by the 
parties which may be needed to consider the merits of the 
grievance. 
3:3-3.7 The Superintendent or designee 
shall notify the Association of his/her determination 
within ten (10) school days following the hearing. 
3:3-3.8 Within fifteen (15) calendar days 
following the Level Two hearings, representatives of the 
parties shall review pending grievances already presented 
at Level Two to determine which have been resolved, 
which remain unresolved, and which shall be presents 3:3-4.2 Decisions 
for tearing at Level Three according to the timeline' 
established in this Agreement. This review may occul 3:3-4.2-1 The arbitrator so selected 
either through an in-person meeting, telephoi|ha11 c o n f e r w i t h the representatives of the District and the 
conversation, written letter or facsimile transmission. Association and hold hearings promptly and shall issue 
3-3 4 T P V P I T i rouu his/her decision not later than twenty (20) days from the 
.->-* L U V I U , LHKhh - Arbitration
 d a t e 0f the close of the hearings or, if oral hearings have 
3:3-4.1 Hearings b e e n waived, then from the date of the final statements 
and proofs on the issues are submitted to him. 
A * •* • 3 :3"4-1-1 w i * i n five (5) calenda „ , , ,
 T . . . . t , . . . 
days of said review (or within twenty (20) calendar dav 3.3-4.2-2 The arbitrator s decision 
of the Level Two hearing if no such review is held) if tlr b e m W n t m g a n d Sha11 SCt f ° r t h h i s / h e r f i n d i n § s i n 
Association is not satisfied with the disposition of tfr r e a s o n i n g a n d c o n c l u s i o n s on the issues submitted. 
AITOCZL°L1U "H- d e d S i ° n -haS been r e n d e r e d > th'^  3:3-4-2"3 The arbitrator *al l be 
cnZft 11 \ S 1 0 inLwnting t 0 t h e District thos,without power or authority to make any decision which 
TZVrZ , S - l i u" S h a " b e h d d a c c o r d i n g to threquires the commission of an act prohibited by law or 
timelines established m this Agreement.
 w^ i c h i s v i o i a t i v e o f t h e t e r m s o f t h £ Agreement 
he hHH *t , ™
 t
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 Grievance hearings sha] 3:3-4.2-4 The decision of the 
arbiSiondate Y E C C e P t a b l e S l t e a t 10 a.m. of eaclarbitrator shall be submitted to the District and the 
Association and shall be final and binding on the parties in 
3:3-4.1-3 Grievances will be
 h e ^ a l l ^ u e s specifically pertaining to this Agreement. It 
by the arbitrator in the month following their nresentatinr h a l a d v i s o r y o n a11 o t h e r l s s u e s n o t covered by this 
at Level Two of this procedure, or if no hearing is granteiI Agreement. 
r r i p ! ! , r n d i a t e ? S e ' t h e m o n t h f°l l o w ing th« 3:3-4.3 Participants 
grievance s filing at Level Two. Grievances may bf 
scheduled for arbitration at a later date by the mutua 3:3-4.3-1 Whenever possible, the 
consent of the parties. In no case will a grievance bf Association shall provide, the names, positions, worksites 
scheduled for a Level Three hearing more than three (3'of any u n i t member it intends to call to testify during these 
arbitration sessions following the date upon which il hearings at least three (3) working days prior to a Level 
would have been scheduled in accordance with thii Three hearing. Upon request, the Association will be 
Section. provided with such similar list from the District at least 
. three (3) working days prior to such hearing. 
. , , , 3:3-4.1-4 Level Three hearings helc 
with the designated arbitrator shall be scheduled by fh< 3:3-4.3-2 The Association shall be 
parties on the next-to-last working day of each month oi e n t i t l e d t 0 have present for these hearings its President and 
on such other date as may be mutually agreed upon by th< o n e o t h e r school system designee with no loss of pay or 
parties and the arbitrator so that each monthly hearing if l e a v e days- I n addition, the District agrees to permit 
"
e
'
d
- grievants and those staff members as may be requested by 
6 7 
the Association for the purposes of providing testimony , 3:3-4.6-2 The parties agree that in 
be excused from their assignments during the time thjder to maintain continuity in the Panel process, each 
they are required to attend such hearings with no loss krtv s h a n be limited to the removal of one panel member 
pay or leave days. g ^
 e a c h s c h o o l y e a r . 
3:3-4.4 Cancellations 3:3-4.6-3 Replacements for 
M / i i c-.u _ ,rhitrators removed from the panel shall be by mutual 
scheduled to be heard. or selection as cited in this section. 
3-3 4 4 ? Th rf 3:3-4.6-3.1 Within twenty 
should a scheduled arbitration sesSn b e l n c e l f ' w i t h S working days of the notification * ^ ^ ^ 
three (3) weeks of the scheduled hearing, the pa^moval of an arbitrator from he panel the parties shall 
requesting the cancellation shall be solely responsible>mpt to agree upon a mutua l y " " ^ ^ ^ A 
payment of the arbitrator's fee for one day. Arbitrator e a c h arbitrator excluded and shall obtain a 
fees for cancellations outside of this time frame shall ifommitment to serve from the arbitrator. 
divided between the parties as provided for in othc 3:3-4.6-3.2 If the parties are 
sections of this Article.
 Je tQ a g r e e u p o n a n acceptable replacement arbitrator, 
3:3-4.5 Selection of Arbitrators <* to obtain a commitment within the specified period, a 
selection ot Arbitrators ^ ^
 fof & ^ o f ^ ^ ^ m a y b e m a d e t 0 t h e New 
3:3-4.5-1 The parties agree Jersey Public Employment Relations Commission by 
designate three (3) arbitrators from the Publieither party. The parties shall then be bound by the rules 
Employment Relations Commission (PERC) who shaiand procedure of the New Jersey Public Employment 
serve the parties in accordance with the terms of thiRelations Commission. 
Agreement. 
3:3-4.6-4 Upon selection, the 
3:3-4.5-2 The selected arbitrator arbitrators shall be notified by the parties. 
shall serve the district on a rotating monthly basis for tb ^ „ ,, „ „
 t4. « _ , * -KU-O^-C 
term of their appointment. 3:3-4.7 Payment to Panel Arbitrators 
3:3-4.6 Removal/Replacement of Arbitrators shall be paid at their usual and 
Arbitrators customary rate as follows: 
^ A f. 1 A u f... .• 3:3-4.7-1 One day of hearings regardless of 
panel serving the ^ ^ T ^ S ' S K ! ^ — ° f « » *«"«?* ** ** ?*" ±& 
September 1 on the written request of either party upol ***** <*??* °* "?**** t h r e e W e e k s ° r m ° r e 
the condition that the excluding party notify the
 othe before the scheduled hearing date. 
party and the arbitrator of such desire to exclude not late i 3:3-4.7-2 One day of study for each case 
than June 15.
 h e a r d Q n { h e d a y o f t h e h e a r i n g s . 
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^ S S s a ^ ^ - P ^ : ™ £ ? * n 1 " ^ «* « ™ ^ any member of the 
*e hearS^^' .f^f1 6^ exPense« and me C O ^ H 7 °r " ^ 0 t h e r p a r t i c i P a n t i n the grievance 
^ A s s S i o n AnV ^ " ^ b y t h e Dte^^ b y r 6 a S 0 n ° f S U c h Participation. 
Paid by the party incurringTsamT™™ **"**** Sha I1 l* M I S C E L L A N E O U S 
3:3-4.8Li,„itatio„ on Binding Arbitration ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
f
I f \ i n t h e Judgment of the Association, a 
tects a groun or class r,f »™„i ., 
11
 is expressly agreed that tu u- , • J f ' *" t h e J u d S m e n t of the Associatio 
rovided herein sLll n0 t b e an";*,!, b i n d i f e v a n f a f f e c t s a group or class of employed the 
^ ^ -
 PP CaWe t0:
 ft° n T tT SUbmlt SUCh gdevance in w r i 4 o the 
'
t a t e D i s tnct Superintendent, or desi^n^ H ; „ W , . . S „ ^ , 
^^^pro^S'MSS thatthC Wl 
(a) T. u °
 e a p P l l c a b I e t o : « — "^y suomit such grievance in writing to the 
defects m observation
 m
 U l
*
a t
™ reasons (procedur;Wl Two Th» A I e v a n c e s s i i a I1 be commenced at 
Ori n , . . .,.._ __ , . ; v e n t h 0 u S h t h e aggrieved person does not wish[to do so (b) Class size and assignments 
3:5-2 Written Decisions 
? f11 b e i n w n t l n g and shall set forth the 
' S O F E M P l n v r r c l e c i s l o n and the reasons therefore, and shall hi 
S s S n Pr°mPtIy t0 * ^  * **** « * t" the6 
3:4 RIGHTS OF EMPLOYPFQ r n 
REPRESENTATION S ° 
3 : 4 - 1 E m P % e e and Association 
f 
Association. 
3:5-3 Separate Grievance File 
3:4-2 
the Association When an „ 7 e i e c t e a or approved b a separate grievance file in tu0 ' a u u c i l i e a i n 
the Association t h e A s s o c i ? T ' , * " 0 t presented bVrintendenf and shall no be keotin th * ° f t h e 
Present and to slate £ S f a ? j f f h a v e t b e right to bR* any of the participant ^ " ^ P ™ 6 ' ffle 
procedure. S a t a11 stages of the grievanci , 
3:5-4 Forms 
Reprisals
 c r ,..,. 
taHn„ , ,S f ° r filinS grievances, serving notices 
i i 
>• * 4' "f„ "*Jr ' " 
'*"' /V 
3:5-5 Meetings and Hearings nder New Jersey School Laws or other applicable laws 
.
 aci regulations. The rights granted to employees 
All meetings and hearings under % reunder shall be deemed to be in addition to those 
procedure shall not be conducted in public and shtovided elsewhere, except however, use of the grievance 
nclude only satd parties in mterest and their designatedrocedure shall be the sole and exclusive remedy, if 
selected representative, heretofore referred to in d 
ARTICLE. % o s e n ' 
:3 JUST CAUSE PROVISION 
No employee shall be disciplined, reprimanded, 
ARTICLE 4 educed in rank or compensation or deprived of any 
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS rofessional advantage without just cause. Any such 
4:1 RIGHTS AND PROTFCTION c t i o n a s s e r t e d by t h e D i s t r i c t o r any a § e n t o r 
IN REPRESENTATION epresentative thereof, shall be subject to the grievance 
irocedure herein set forth in all other cases, except as 
Pursuant to Chapter 123, Public Laws 1975 tlnore sP e c i f i c a l ly l i m i t e d bY another provision of this 
District hereby agrees that every employee of the DistrPgreement-
i « ! l H - T t h C jht frt-!y t 0 °^an ize> J'0in a"d support t\:4 REQUIRED MEETINGS OR HEARINGS 
Association and its affiliates for the purpose of engagir 
in collective negotiations and other concerted activities fi Whenever any employee is required to appear before 
mutual aid and protection. As a duly selected boche State District Superintendent or his/her designee, 
exercising governmental power under the Laws of tpistrict or any committee member, representative or agent 
State of New Jersey, the District undertakes and agr&hereof concerning any matter which could adversely 
that it shall not directly or indirectly discourage or depri\iffect the continuation of that employee in his/her office, 
or coerce any employee in the enjoyment of any righ?ositi°n> o r employment or the salary or any increments 
conferred by Chapter 123, Public Laws 1975 or other lavpertaining thereto, then s/he shall be given written notice 
of New Jersey or the Constitution of New Jersey and tpf t n e reasons for such meetings or interview four (4) 
United States; that it shall not discriminate against a#cno°l days prior to its occurrence whenever possible, and 
employee with respect to hours, wages, or any terms ^hall be entitled to have a representative of the Association 
conditions of employment by reason of his/hPresent t 0 advise him/her and represent him/her during 
membership in the Association and its affiliates, collecti\sucn meeting or interview. 
negotiations with the District, or his/her institution of ar 
grievance, complaint or proceeding under this Agreeme"*5 E V A L U A T I O N O F STUDENTS 
employment' * ' * r eSPCCt t 0 ^ ^ " ^ °r c o n d i t i o n s ( T h e t e a c h e r sha11 maintain the exclusive right and 
responsibility to determine the grades and other 
4:2 STATUTORY SAVINGS CLAUSE evaluations of students within the grading policies of the 
Paterson School District based upon his/her given 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to denProressi°nal judgment of available criteria pertinent to any 
or restrict to any employee such rights as s/he may hav 
12 13 
given subject area or activity to which s/he is responsib2 RELEASED TIME FOR MEETINGS 
Any change in grade shall be initialed by the administra" 
making or authorizing the change on the permanent rec( Whenever any representative of the Association or 
form of the student. ny employee participate during working hours in 
eeotiation or grievance proceedings, s/he shall suffer no 
4:6 ASSOCIATION IDENTIFICATION
 )SSinpay. 
No employee shall be prevented from wearing pj.3 USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES AND 
or other identification of membership in the Association' EQUIPMENT 
its affiliates. 
5:3-1 The Association shall have the right to use 
4:7 CRITICISMS - PUBLIC
 cjj00i facilities and equipment including typewriters, 
A t. . . . , limeoeraphing machines and other duplicating 
Any questions or criticisms by a supervis,™?J J J c u l a t i m a c h i n e S ; a n d a l l t o f 
administrator or Board member of any employee g g j ^ j
 e q u i p m e n t
g
a t r e a s o n a b l e t i m e s w h e n such 
his/her instructional methodology shall be made J * ™
 o f
 q
ui
 P
m e n t ^ n o t o t h e r w i se in use. 
confidence and not in any public gathering nor in
 t
dUXUlc;a H v 
presence of students, parents, or other employees, with t 5:3-2 Notices of all meetings shall be submitted to 
exception of Association representatives acting in % e State District Superintendent of Schools in advance of 
capacity. Direct orders made to staff members he time and place of all such meetings. The Association 
administration in emergency situations (i.e. fire drilhall pay for the reasonable cost of all materials and 
etc.) may be excluded from the provisions of this SecticUpplies incident to such use, and for any repairs 
lecessitated as a result thereof. 
5:4 BULLETIN BOARDS 
ARTICLE 5 
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES T n e Association shall have, in each school building, 
he exclusive use of a bulletin board in each faculty lounge 
5:1 INFORMATION
 md employees'dining room. The location of Association 
T , rv . • . . r • u , « • • mlletin boards in each room shall be designated by the 
r ^ n o ? ? agMCS m i S f t 0 * e A S S ° C i a t l 0 n Association. Copies of all materials to be posted on such 
Z ! Z t 0 / e a s ° n a b l e r e 4 u e s t s f | ; o m / i m e . ? time y l e t i n b o a r d s s h P a l I b e given to the building principal, but 
availablyinformation concerning the financial resouro^ j ^
 b e r e q
g
u i r e d . Only representatives of the 
of the district, including, but not limited to: anniu • .• u n
 t *• 
f- o n • . r n t ,
 6
, . t . ^ . . .Association shall post notices. financial reports and audits, register of certificati 
personnel, agendas and minutes of all Advisory Boa5:5 MAIL FACILITIES AND MAIL BOXES 
meetings, census data, individual and group employ: 
health premiums and experience figures, names of 1 T h e Association shall have the right to use the inter 
employees, and such other information concerning terrfph°o1 m a i l facilities and school mail boxes. All such 
and conditions of employment, together with informati<materials sha11 b e i n professional taste. 
which may be necessary for the Association to process ai 
grievance complaint. 
14 15 
5:7 LEAVE F O R A S S O C I A T I O N P R E S I D E N T , : 8 
5:6 FACULTY R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S
 i e P a t e r s 0 n School District shall only be responsible to 
A s s o c ^ a n T ^ r ? * ? * * ? " ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
t!Ttt Z • y Af0C1f10n R e P r e s e n t a t l v e < Qui red substitute's pay. The District further 
t e i J l ^ H C°nT A,SS°,Cf I0\bUSineSS ' i hor ize that "hePres ident the Association shall have 
nterfer,w S T g ,' f^  ^ ^ * d 0 e S C c k schedule for his/her workday so that his/her free 
interfere with their required duties or the reauired duti w o »U1CUU1C- . £ . 
of other employees. q W e may be devoted to Association business. 
ORIENTATION PROGRAMS 
«?-7 i T U D * c u IT^- • All orientation programs for new employees shall be 
the P r S d e n ^ S " ^ K £ ^ P ^ * < " ^ * ? A T T ^ t 
on a full-time basis for the e n t i r ^ a ^ ° W l f ^ * T ™ ° 1 Y S U f C ° S t S M T?% 
of office, effective September 1, 1986 T any S e p t e m V u a l l y a g r e e d . U P ° n ^ " " A , \ P f ^ t n T< 
1 thereafter. The AssociationAgrees to r e L b T s e ^ 1 " 8 " To the extent prohibited by law, the District 
Paterson School District for all expenses inclulng s a l ^ 1 1 " 0 t * 6 X P f ^ * T " ^ ^ T J ? Y 
and fringe benefits for the ^ ^ 
Payments to the Paterson School District will be 1^5-9 E X C L U S I V E R I G H T S 
within ten (10) school days after receipt by tl ' 
Association of its monthly dues payment from tl T h e ri&hts a n d P r i v i l e S e s o f t h e Association and its 
Paterson School District. representatives as set forth in this Agreement shall be 
granted only to the Association as the exclusive 
5:7-2 In addition to the above, the District agrees representative of the employees, 
provide one additional officer of the Association, to (organization. 
designated by the Association, with a released schedule c 
a full-time basis, and further agrees to pay full salary at 
benefits for this officer as it would for any other sta 
member in the District. 
and to no other 
5:7-3 Upon implementation of the above Sectio; 
the parties agree that the Association President shall sen6/1 
as a liaison between the Association and the Paterso 
School District for the processing of all grievances. 
5:7-4 Absent implementation of the provisions ( 
5:7-1 by the Association, the District authorizes that tl 
President of the Association shall be entitled to be absei 
from his/her regular duties for not more than twenty (2( 
days to conduct required Association business; howeve 
ARTICLE 6 
WORK YEAR 
IN-SCHOOL WORK YEAR 
6:1-1 Ten (10) Month Personnel 
-2001 The in-school work year for employees 
employed on a ten (10) month basis (other 
than personnel newly hired to the district who 
may be required to attend additional days for 
orientation prior to the beginning of the 
student school year) shall not exceed one 
fhan^nP h !S~ f T r ( ! . 8 4 ! , d a y S ' W i t h n o "tacation Association. The parties further agree that the 
comae" e ' S t y ° 8 0 ) d a y S ° f s t u d* day for staff shall be considered a minimal atten-
nee day with staff members required to be in atten-
work year for emnl nee from 9:00 a.m. through no later than 12:00 noon, 2001-2002 The in-school 
employed on a ten (10) month bas'iT'tol'less e m e r S e n c y circumstances require student atten 
than personnel newly hired to the district n c e ° n t h e d a y ' '" W h i ° h CaSC S t a f f Sha11 b e d i s m i s s e d m o
"
 K
 -'- . . . W j a t e r m a n ]-oo p.m., or 12:25 p.m. if student lunches 
' ]e not served. 
SCHOOL CALENDAR 
may be required to attend additional days 
onentation prior to the beginning of j 
student school year) shall not exceed
 01 
hundred eight-four (184) days, with no m( 
than one hundred eighty-one (181) days 6 : 2 _ 1 T h e s c h ° o 1 calendar shall be set by the 
student contact. aterson School District after consultation with the 
2002-2003 and ?r\m. onn/i TU • , ssociation, and shall be made a part of this Agreement. 
aim ZUUJ-ZUU4 I he in-school work year f 
employees employed on a ten (10) rnon 6:2'2 All employees shall receive a copy of the next 
basis (other than personnel newly hired to tphool year calendar prior to June 15. 
district who may be required to attei. 
additional days for orientation prior to P 
beginning of the student school year) sh' 
not exceed one hundred eight-five (18 
days, with no more than one hundred eight 
two (182) days of student contact. 
CONDUCT OF THE SCHOOLS 
6:3-1 The School Year 
The school year shall begin on July 1 and end on 
staff shall be scheduled withinThe'student' school ^ ^ ' T h e a c a d e m i c y e a r m e a n s t h e P e r i o d between the 
shall be designated as non-student contact d ^ T ' a|™e s c h ° o 1 o p e n s i n t h e d i s t r i c t after the general summer 
•d fnr ct^ ff ;„ „—:-. , • . ys o i/acation untii tn e n e x t succeeding summer vacation. 
une30. [NJ.S.A. 18A:36-1.] 
6:1-1.2 The parties agree that in-srhn 6:3-2 The Academic Year 
work days m excess of one-hundred eighty-two 082) 
staff shall be scheduled ithin A - „•. - y ( 8 2 ) * 
shall 
utilized for staff in-servic7train"ing 
B
' NJ.S.A. 18A:1-1.] 
6:1-2 Definition of In-School Work Year 
artei;nattenOdanW0rk ^ ^ ™ d u d e d a y S ^ n Pupils 6=3"3 ^ S c h ° 0 1 M ° " t h 
day^on* which m S 6 " ^ 0 " wefkdays> a n d any other In every contract (of employment), unless otherwise 
mpioyees attendance is required. specified, a month shall be constructed and taken to be 
6:1-3 Early Dismissal Days twenty (20) school days or four weeks of five school days 
In furtherance of the existing past practice, in the 2 0 0 1 - ^ [ N J ' S - A ' 1 8 A : 2 7 " 6 ™ 
^na e d ' r .0y0an ' T ^ ^ " ^ d a y S sha11 b e <*» 
denr t H H P'mu 'S m i S S a I d a y S f o r s t a f f a n d stu-dents, said days to be designated by the Paterson 
18 19 
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ARTTCT F 7 ^ t>1e 7-2-2 dependent upon the work schedule mode 
ARUCLE 7 Article l.i A u F r
 ff m e m b e r ' s designated 
EMPLOYEE WORK HOURS AND WORK LO^hich theywori, AftsMte statt m ^ ^ ^ ^ 
7:1 GENERAL CRITERIA SlcTdministrator or his/her designee so long as no 
ilding aami ^
 s . g n .^ fa g u c h m s t a n c e s t h e 
7:1-1 Check-in Procedure iff ^ ^
 t h e s i g n - i n book will not be withdrawn until 
As professionals, employees are expected to de b s e on line have ^ ° ^ ^ ^ l ^ ™ ^ srfaUbe 
to their assignments the time necessary to meet tfter the designated time, a wu* & ^ ^ ^ 
responsibilities. Each employee shall indicate his^e available and theUme ot J e m y ^ ^ 
presence for duty by signing his/her initials to insuredicated by the start memoer wi
 B 
safety of personnel and property. All employees shall s^ e signs in. 
out in the same manner. The parties agree that the fi 7-1-3.2-2 When an employee is 
sentence of this section shall not apply for elementary •,
 t i m e s t h e principal shall issue a warning, in 
primary staff members. S i , ^ to the employee. 
7:1-2 Official Time 7:1-3.2-3 When an employee is 
In all cases, the official time shall be determinedly a fifth (5) time, the principa 1 s h a l l ] J ° « ^ ^  » 
the clock in the main office of each work site. £«?^2£P^S5A* 
7:1-3 Employee Tardiness ,v Said'report shall include all dates on which the 
5, loyeTwasPlate and the time at which the employee 
rrived for duty. 
An employee shall be considered tardy wt 7-1-3 2-4 Each additional tardiness 
said employee is not signed in five (5) minutes prior toi
 m employee to an additional half day's loss 
beginning of, and up to and including f t r f i V \ f p a y for each tardiness. 
minutes of the beginning of the staff member s work? W 
as defined in Article 7:2-1 of this Agreement. Any arrr 7:1-3.2-5 An employee shall be 
beyond this period shall be considered an absence for ho n s i d e r ed absent if provisions have been made tor a 
the day; an arrival after 12 noon shall be consideredQ^stitute. 
absence for full day. Should such an absence 
7:1-3.1 Definition 
designated, the tardy arrival which resulted in the loss 
either the half day or whole day shall not be subject 
inclusion in the provisions of 7:1-3.2 et. seq. of t! 
Agreement. 
7:1-3.2 Procedure 
7:1-4 Lunch Periods 
7:1-4.1 Length 
Unless specifically indicated elsewhere in 
his agreement employees shall have a daily duty-free 
unch period of at least forty (40) minutes. 
7:1-3.2-1 Employees shall 1 
considered tardy if they arrive after the times designat 
20 21 
*5W»V 
i-' . ,_<• 
' *--
7:1-4.2 Leaving the Building 7:1-5.5 Evening Meetings 
Employees may leave the building with Employees may be required to attend four 
requesting permission during their duty-free lunch pety meetings with parents which shall be scheduled as 
7:1-5 Meetings >H°ws: 
-
 t c t „ Fall Season: Parent-teacher conferences to 
/.1-5.1 faculty and Other
 g s c h e d u l e d b y th e Administration on a school day from 
Building based instructional employees tf30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
w l t S r a d S Z f " 3 f t e r t h C 6 n d ° f J h e regUlar W ° r k d Winter Season: Parent-teacher conferences 
^X^7^^^^ to^X&T*"* on a sch001 day 
one (1) day each month plus five (5) additiof0"15 P 
supervisory meetings per year. Effective 1998-99, t Winter Season: The second winter season 
length of one faculty meeting per month may be extendvening meeting session shall be studied by a joint 
an additional ten (10) minutes from the 1997J0mmitteeof equal representation who shall suggest to the 
requirement. The District may elect to use or not use Parties by December 1, 2001, the best use of time for the 
additional time.
 w o h ^ u r p a r e n t contact. If the parties cannot reach 
7.1 c -> D • , „ , . , -onsensus, the current second winter session two hour 
7.1-5.2 Pnor to Hohdays and W e e k e n ^ ' o n ' f e r e n c e f r o m 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. shall continue as 
Meetings which take place after the reguFesentl>' c o n s t i t u t e d -
b^^i^Sj^ W W C h r,eqUire a " e n d a n C e Sha"» Spring Season: Parent-teacher conferences 
^^^^JfiZ^i^ ^ ^.^^on a sch001 day 
is not required at school, except where emergencies a ^ 5 P ' P 
proven to exist.
 7 : 2 T E A C HERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
7:1-5.3 Association Right to Speak ASSISTANTS 
A „ . „ - , . 7:2-1 School Sessions 
An Association representative may speak 
the employees during any meeting referred to 7:2-1.1 Sessions at the elementary and 
paragraph 1 above for not more than five (5) minutes (primary schools, and all other facilities at which staff 
request of the representative. represented by the Association are assigned with the 
7.1 <ZA IVT *• J A , exception ofthe high schools, shall begin at 8:20 a.m. and 
7.1-5.4 Not,ce and Agenda end at 2:55 p.m. 
shall he H v J l ! ? r t k e f a n d agefda f ° r ' a n y m e e t i l 7:2-1.2 Sessions at the high school shall 
prio to l e ^ ^ ' 7 r 6 " " " ^ * ^ ( 5 ) ^ g i n at 8:20 a.m. and end at 3:05 p.m. or a similar time 
S £ v ^ f l S S S , r T ? m 3 n e m e r g e n 7 ' EmP loy« span to meet the conditions then existing. snail nave the opportunity to suggest items for the agend 
22 23 
7:2.1.3 The school hours shall be devoi 7:2-2.2-3 Elementary/Primary 
to the interest of the school, to the exclusion of any otl School Flexible Program 
employment, study or pursuit. Times 
7:2-2 Length of Day The parties agree that should a 
7-2 ? i T f c M . r u , , i»vihle workday schedule be implemented, said schedule 
* Mode 1 P«od 0-8 7.35 ».,». - 2.20 , , . 
7:2-2.2-1 Elementary, Primary Mode 3 Period 2-10 8:55 a.m: - 3:40 p.m. 
and Other Staff
 T h e t i e s a g r e e t h a t t h e standard 
Trad.t,onal Program
 a s ^ forth i n M o d e 2 s h a U continue to be the 
The in-school workday fechedule for the majority of the teaching staff members. 
elementary school, primary school and all other staStaff members initially employed to fill vacancies in flex 
represented by this Association other than those assignfSChedule programs shall be advised prior to being hired by 
to the high schools, or those whose workday is establilthe district that their employment is contingent upon 
in other sections of this agreement, shall begin at Slnarticipation in the designated flex program mode^ 
a.m. and end at 3:00 p.m. The parties agree that the & However, such employment shall not preclude said 
ten-minutes of class time following the home room perio employees from requesting a transfer under the terms ot 
shall be set aside as a silent reading period for all studem this Agreement. 
and staff members. , 
7:2-2.2-4 On days when in-service 
7:2-2.2-2 Elementary/Primary programs, faculty meetings or early dismissal days are 
School Flexible Work held, the flexible schedule modes shall revert to the 
Day Program standard school day mode (Mode 2). 
Flexible workday schedules whid 7 : 2 ' 2 - 3 High School Staff Traditional 
are different than the standard in-school workday may h Program 
DrimawThnfr i n S t nf l 0 n a l s t a f f i n t h e elementary a»
 7 . 2 . 2 3., The in-school workday for 
positions which differ from the normal schedule shall fe t h e n eX1Stmg-
filled by volunteers. 7:2-2.3-2 High School Flexible 
E Work Day Program 
High school staff may be assigned to 
flexible workday schedules which are different than the 
24 25 
so* toT«riheh?„0l«rriday ' L " " * ' , h e D i s t r i c f s ««pervision leave. No employee may leave the building Ar/ £?, 'rs°i™sayhr ^ rsrduri s ,to du,"tree lunch pri0d 
Volunteers shall be sought prior to assigning anv 7 : 2 ' 3 - 2 AnV e m P l o y e e w h o m u s t l e a v e t h e 
member to work a flexible schedule needed to imniemailding due to illness or an emergency situation before 12 
a District program. mpieirifU ^ ^  ^ . ^ ^
 l o s g o f Q n e g i c k d a y L e a v i n g a f t e r 
_ „ „
 7 n o o n shall result in the loss of one-half (1/2) sick day. 
7:2-2.3-3 High School Flexible 
Program Times 7:2-4 Year-end Dismissal 
The parties agree that should No employee is required to work beyond the regular 
flexible workday schedule be implemented said schedid-school work year as defined in Article 6 providing all 
snail not exceed the following time periods- equired records of the individual employee have been 
Model P ^ „ n o _ - . iccepted and approved by the school administrator. Mode 1 
Mode 2 
Mode 3 
Periods 0 - 8 
Periods 1 - 9 
Periods 2 - 1 0 
7 30 a.m. - 2:25 p.i,"" 
15 a.m.-3:10 p.n 
00 a.m. - 3:55 p.n 
7:2-5 High School 
7:2-5.1 Teaching Load 
as set forth in ml^sh^Zttt^u^i W°™1 The total in-school workday for employees 
the majority of teachi^S«£ ****** ^ the high schools as stated in paragraph 7:2-2.3 shall be 
utilized as follows: 
programs, faculty meltir^o^^Ltl? i T * " * 7 : 2 " 5 - M T h e d a i l y t e a C h i n g ^ " 
held, the flexible schedule LoZ, l u T l ^ T > high school shall be five (5) teaching periods and one 
„»,;o;^ .n n/M-inH PYrlnHirifT p.nnfp.re.nce oenods and 
held, the flexible schedule modes shlTlZJT >* m S h school shall be live [?) teacning penous auu one 
standard school day mode (Mode 2) «i(l) supervision period, excluding conference penods and 
;
' Home Room periods. Employees in the special areas of 
w Phvsical F.dncation. Fine Arts. Music iW„»j Koom penoas. employees m uic s^^iai a 7:2-2.3-5 Alternative Programs Home Economics, Physical Education, Fine Arts, iviu^ 
and Industrial Arts shall have (6) periods of student 
needs of the D ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ . S ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " ^ ^ 
objectives may be scheduled outside the above 2 1:2-5.1-2 Every high school 
periods but shall not exceed the in-school workdalc lass room employee, in addition to a duty-free lunch 
established in accordance with Article 7-2-2 1 abovlPeriod> sha11 h a v e a d a i l y P r e P a r a t i o n - c o n f e r e n c e P e n o d -
Mich positions, including time schedules of the prosramlThe employee shall be available for conferences with 
snail be posted in accordance with the provisions Jparents, Department Heads, Administrators and Guidance 
Article 13:7 of this Agreement. |Counselors. 
7:2-3 Departure Provisions l 7:2-5.2 Number of Preparations 
f-
. . 7:2-3.1 All employees are required tr High school employees shall not be required 
remain m their classrooms until the students under their1 t 0 teach m o r e t h a n o n e ^ s u b J e c t a r e a n o r m o r e t h a n a 
26 27 
total 
encies° ^ t e a c m n g Preparations, except wbriod was lost. Further, it shall be the responsibility of 
emergencies are proven to exist 
e building administrator to coordinate staff schedules to 
school shall 
7:2-5.3 Changing Teaching Stations rf°rCe ±& ^ ^ ^ c o n d i t i o n s o f t h i s P r o v i s i o n -
Regular classroom 7:2-6.3 During the time when a specialist 
not be required
 t o
m p
^
o y e e s l n
 .
t n e
 hiie., music, art, home economics, industrial arts, physical 
teaching stations more than one flU'™^ SUb-'ect %ication, etc.) takes over the class of an elementary 
except where emergencies are proven t " g ^ dmP l oye e ' t h e D i s t r i c t a8 rees that the classroom employee 
CX
 ' hall have that time as a preparation, period. Non-
7:2-5.4 Continuous Teaching in the 
High Schools 
ll 
lassroom employees shall continue to receive preparation 
ime as per the practice in effect previously. 
High School employees shall not be rea ' 7:2-6.4 When specialists are not available 
twoT^ C ° n t l n u o u s ] y f o r more than three (3) periods'^ P r o v i d e c l a s s r o o m employees with preparation time, 
o (i) where double periods are used. ' °:he District shall make reasonable efforts to provide 
7:2-5.5 Exceptions preparation by other means where possible. 
7:2-6.5 In an effort to implement this A i .z.-vj—J i n cui c i i u i i LU i i i i p i c i n c n i imo 
teaching preparationTn e & ^ u V o l u n t a r i ly accept SECTION, the principal and staff may agree to utilize 
Section 7:2 of this Art' j X C e S S maximums statedpreative management techniques, i.e., having employees 
7:2-6 Elementary/Primary Preparation Time 
J:lflTlle P a t e r s °n School District and 
use their preparation time, on an equitable basis, to cover 
the classes of employees who may not have access to 
services of specialists. 
7:2-6.6 The parties recognize 
;*lr™ldmahon Association believe that 
ition time will help achL. .^ , 
^
C
"
e I - t e a C , h i n g a n d ™Prove agree that such uses are legitimate. 
that 
the teachers adequate preparation time will h 1 h' SIVU m s t r u c t i o n a l s t a f f m e m b e r s will occasionally use 
of their shared goals: hptt^r t ^ ^ . - . A ' ' ! e l"' preparation periods for non-instructional purposes, and goals: 
y neeas reasonable breaks during the workday.' 7:2-6.7 To maximize effective use of this 
7:2-6.2 To ensure th*t on :_ time where possible, instructional staff of the same grade 
cmpiuyees nave formallv pstxhUehari ?• 3 1 i n s t r u c t i o * level will have the same preparation periods. 
elementary and nrimarv tlTIShed'™e f o r Preparatioi 
least 40 minutes of C h e r s Wl11 h a v e scheduled i 7:2-6.8 Instructional staff may be required 
level meetings will p r e P a r a t l 0 n t i m e P e r workday. Gradf; to attend grade level meetings at the discretion of the 
Drenaration tim~ i &, scheduled during an employee? administrator, within the terms and conditions outlined in 
b e c o m e T m 2 S a^vto t ? " "° ^ a l t 6 m a t i v e - 4 **** ^ ^ a b ° V e " necessary to use an employee's nren^t iJ 
7:2-6.9 The parties agree that staff P ,^ », srcsr, :,,rfit —f cases hnw u ""•' u u u ce snail be given. Inaf i.*•-»•? i»^ F < " U « "g^c "^ i «<ui 
> nowever, the employee shall hp nrm,w^ I maY not be removed from instructional duties to provide 
a
^ h e r preparation period during the day th^°Vlded W * - • preparatiol coverage for grade level meetings. 
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7:2-6.10 It shall be the responsibility of
 overage, s/he shall be compensated at the rate of $ 12.50 
building administrator to coordinate staff schedules,- period covered in addition to his/her own salary. . 
enforce the terms and conditions of this Section. „ „ „ , , _ • . i „ ^ M « W r p r a t o 
7:2-9.2 When, in those cases wnere regular 
7:2-7 Instructional Assistants Break Time
 llhstitutes are not provided, in addition to the cases cited 
' ^ v e a staff member is needed to cover a class during 
7.2-7.1 All instructional assistants sif °? '
 w n a s s i g n e d supervision period or instructional 
receive, at a minimum, a twenty (20) minute break e| s /he , r
 t h e administrators) shall effectuate the 
morning and a twenty (20) minute break each a f t e r w g ^ ^
 a c c o r d ing to the following procedure: 
7:2-9.2-1 Building administrators 
7:2-7.2 Administrators and instructior ...
 f i r s t provide staff members on a 
assistants at each site are authorized to jointly modiwl1'
 a t i o n / c o n f e r e n c e period with the option of 
these time periods so as to better meet the needs of l r e p ^f n „ o r rejecting the class coverage. If the staff 
school and the staff involved, so long as the total n u r n f ^ X r accepts the coverage, s/he shall be compensated 
of minutes stated above is not diminished. f 1 ^ 0 _ „
 f | 1 0 p e r i o d COVered in addition to his/her 
7:2-8 Instructional Planning 
Sat the rate oi $iu pci pcuuu ^uv^i^^ *.i „„ 
fown salary for any such coverage through June 30, 1998. 
feffective July 1, 1998, if the staff member accepts the 
and useful. 
7:2-8.1 The parties agree that the plan bofcoverage, s/he shall be compensated at the rate ot 3> 1Z.3U 
is for the use and information of the teacher who prepalper period covered in addition to his/her own salary. 
it. As such, every teacher shall plan lessons and t e f 7-2 9 2 2 If unable to secure 
course content in a manner s/he considers most practi| , '•/-y-z-f. "
 Q n n „ th_ hlludine 
v
 * • the above mentioned manner, the Duuaing 
ladministrators shall obtain from the State District 
7:2-8.2 In order to permit teachers to mo§Superintendent of Schools, or his designee, permission to 
tilize the plan book, the parties agree that tlprovide staff members on a supervision penod, with the 
plan book shall remain solely in the possession of tloption of accepting or rejecting the class coverage. If the 
teacher during the entire school day. I staff member accepts the coverage, s/he shall be 
Icompensated at the rate of $10 per period covered in 
J addition to his/her own salary for any such coverage 
7:2-9.1 In those cases where reg J through June 30, 1998. Effective' W . l { ^ ^ ^ ^ 
e not provided and a staff member cover! member accepts the coverage, ^ s/he shall be compensated 
— o — 
substitutes are not provided and a staff e ber covers 
class during his/her conference/preparation perio 
including his/her own class due to the absence i 
unavailability of assigned specialists, said staff memb 
shall be compensated at the rate of ten dollars ($10) pi 
class period covered in addition to his/her own regul 
salary for any such coverage through June 30, 199 
Effective July 1, 1998, if the staff member accepts the 
at the rate of $ 12.50 per period covered in addition to 
his/her own salary. . 
7:2-9.2-3 If still unable to secure 
coverage, building administrators may relieve staff 
members from an assigned instructional period to provide 
30 31 
class coverage. This coverage shall be assigned only w| 
the prior approval of thf» Stntp n;^,-;^ c—,:_*._ J- .« 
7:2-9.5 The District intends to avoid the 
, _
 o u u c ^1SU1CI aupenntendentftactice of dividing classes among teachers when 
Schools, or his designee. Where approval is granted ibstitute teachers have not been provided^ In those 
staff member shall be compensated at the rate of $10 Lergency circumstances where regular sub: 
period covered in addition to his/her own salary for i t available, the District and its agents shall make every 
—-'- • o ^ .• „ . I 0 1 , , . „ « w tr. limit the number of pupils being 
stitutes are 
ri  r  i  iti  t  i / r  l r  f r aft il l , t  i tri t  it  t  ll  r  
such coverage through June 30, 1998. Effective JulXsonable effort to li it the nu ber of pupils being 
1998, where approval is granted, s/he shall £ c e d in a teacher's class. It is agreed that a maximum of 
compensated at the rate of $ 12.50 per period coveredlve (5) pupils to each class is a mutually shared goal 
addition to his/her own salary. - ' ' - '- ^ - ; « nn™ tn «tnvfi 
7:2-9.2-4 Staff members assigned t 
as to provide preparation time as described in 7:2-6 
above, including his/her own class, shall be excluded fr<j 
toward which the parties agree to strive. 
7:2-10 Extra Curricular Activities 
7:2-10.1 Goals 
the coverage referred to in 7:2-9.2-2 and 7:2-9.2-3. '
 T h e m r t ies believe that co-curricular activities can 
7-o o o < c u
 L , • „trihnte significantly to the success of the overall 
(he benefits of the "school day" before classes begin, 
through the afternoons after classes end, and even into 
some evenings and weekends. The parties share an 
interest in managing staff assignments to co-curncular 
activities so that (1) all such assignments are filled by 
.w r^i iiiumuij iv me oiate District 
Schools on the implementation of the process above. 
report shall include the names of all staff persons w|j 
accepted or were assigned class coverages during tij 
month and the date of each coverage. 
7:2-9.2-6 Copies of these repel ti iti   t t ( ) ll  i t  rc uucu u, 
shall be forwarded by the State District Superintendent! well qualified people who want them, (2) the assignments 
Schools to the Association by the tenth day of each monl are announced sufficiently ahead of the start ot he 
following the reporting period. r
 activities to enable the assigned staff members to plan 
I appropriately, and (3) students and staff are encouraged to 
.z-y.j All such coverages shall $ ^Lose new co-curricular activities. 
arranged by the Principal of the school in question, J * P P 
shall be assigned as equitably as possible among st 
members in the school. 
7:2-9.4 Procedural guidelines for tin 
submission of class coverage compensation claims shall 
be established mutually by the State Districl! 
Superintendent or designee and the Association. Said 
x. .... ~i ^v-jign^c cuiu me /\ssociatioi 
guidelines review will begin upon ratification of this! 
Agreement for any such coverage through June 30, 1998, 
Effective July 1, 1998, if the staff member accepts the 
coverage, s/he shall be compensated at the rate of $ 12.50] 
per period covered in addition to his/her own salary. 
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7:2-10.2 Approved Activities 
7:2-10.2-1 The District and the 
Association agree that the extra-curricular activities listed 
in Part 1 and 2 of Schedule C are educationally 
worthwhile. 
7:2-10.2-2 The parties agree that co-
curricular staff assignments will be made in response to 
student interest in having co-curricular activities 
available. To this end, students will be invited to submit 
information about their interests for new and changed co-
curricular activities. 
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7:2-10.3 Compensation irinn shall be posted in accordance with the provisions 
p , . . S ' Agreement with a deadline for application not later 
Employee participation in extra-curricUfth* , u i 
activities which extend beyond the regularly scheduled,*11 M , - , 
school workday shall be consistent with the prescript! 7:2-10.4-2.3 Advisors/ 
of NJSA 34:13A-23 and shall be compensated acconWhes for Winter sports/activities shall be notified of 
to the rate of pay and/or released time where stipulated!! employment status in said position not later than 
the attached schedules. f , {n c a s e s 0f resignation or non-reappointment, said 
7 -, ,n A , • S o n shall be posted with the provisions of this 
7.2-10.4Appointment/Reappointment |S r" e m ent with a deadline for application not later than 
7:2-10.4-1 Openings for extr§ne 1-
1.1 v . . . -w-. . . f t curncular positions will be posted throughout the Distr! 7:2-10.4-2.4 Advisors/ 
co-curricular staff assignments will be filled wherevl w for Soring sports/activities shall be notified of 
possible by staff members who apply for them. If fa.che* ^ Z sSus in said position not later than 
qualified staff member volunteers from these i n t e ™ ! e \ e n f Y " 
postings, management will seek ™nHiHat^ fm, ,„: f ctober l. 
,pir employment status in *~~ ? . 
- In cases of resignation or non-reappointment, , _„ „.„„ " ' " " u " vuiuiueers irom tnese inter# , 1 T  rn
postings, management will seek candidates from o u t s f c " tion 2 2 ? be p S in ace, 
the District. If no volunteers can be found, the D i s t J u d .P
 0 nf this Agreement with 
maintains the right of assignment. Only if'there are f 0 ^ not 1* thafNo'ember 1. 
quahfied applicants, either already on file or in respoJlPpl1 
to posted opportunities, will the Administration assil 7:2-10.5Released Time 
non-volunteers to take the assignments 1 , „ . 
« n—i„.,„=o
 s n a n be 
accordance with the 
a deadline for 
Employees released from 
7:2-10.4-2 Both renewal and nelnstructional assignments in the high schools as extra-
. . . . . i ^ ;n accordance with Schedule C -
/.^-iu.-t-z tsotn renewal and nefcstructional assignments 
co-cumcular staff appointments will be announced wellicurricular compensation in 
advance of the start of the activity, on a timetable ff Part 1. 
activities established below T 
1 7:2-11 Field Trips 
agree that written employmtnf c tntLts^for S 7:2-11.1 Procedure 
curncular positions as delineated in Schedule C - Part 2 o | The following shall be the procedure to be 
his Agreement shall be issued by the District within thirt,|adhered t 0 i n establishing field trips for pupils in the (30) days of approval of employment by the District. Fo| ^ S c h o o l s -
compensated assignments, this notice will take the forme* P 
a formal contract or letter from the District. 
7:2-10.4-2.2 Advisors/] 
coaches for Fall sports/activities shall be notified of their 
employment status in said position not later than February 
1. In cases of resignation or non-reappointment, said 
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7:2-11.1-1 The principal of the school shall 
•»:-_ *„ H" Assistant writing to the make application in writing iu uit, ^.^^^ 
Superintendent for permission to conduct all field trips. 
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7:2-11.1-2 Guidelines shall be promulga|rtucation Association's bargaining unit effective with 
tor review and appeal of decisions regarding field ttL employment date in the District. 
Said guidelines shall be made available to all i „ ^ , • 
members in each building. 7:2-12.2 Reduction In Force Exclusion 
7:2-11.1-3 Final approval/rejection of , 7:2-12.2-1 Junior Reserve Officers' 
application shall be at the discretion of the District Staining Corps. Program (JROTC) staff members who are 
rejections shall not be subject to the grievance procediSso members of the military shall not be subject to 
Iduction-in-force provisions of the collective bargaining 
7:2-11.2 Employee Expense AllowanceLeement, except — , ~ - " w ! " " °ha" state law or regulation shall 
7:2- Itherwise require 
-11.2-1 Employees w|th 
participate in overnight field trips shall be paid an expeij 
allowance of $50.00 per day. Effective September 1, 15 
said employees shall be paid an expense allowance 
$100.00 per day. In recognition of the increas 
responsibilities involved, the District's Environmeni 
Resource Teacher(s) shall be compensated at the rate 
$150 per night for Environmental Program overnight fie] 
7:2-12.2-2 Junior Reserve Officers' 
allowance of $50.00 per day. Effective September 1, 19f-raining Corps. Program (JROTC) instructional assistants 
" all be paid an expenr• " ' •.-.--. —J U., „ U „ . „f A,t 
per day. In recognition of the increas 
trips.
7:2-11.2-2 
/ho are members of the military and, by virtue of that 
ilitary experience, are employed specifically for the 
.OTC program in compliance with military requirements 
lay be assigned only to that program to the exclusion of 
U other absent agreement of the parties to the contrary. 
7:2-12.2-3 Junior Reserve Officers' 
The District shall pfcaining Corps. Program (JROTC) instructional assistants 
transportation and admission cost for the employees " ""—" :~ * A ~"""° 
any day field trip. 
7:2-12 Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps; 
Program 
7:2-12.1 Bargaining Unit Membership 
7:2-12.1-1 Positions of JROTli 
program instructors and instructional assistants shall M 
included in the Recognition Clause of this collect™ 
bargaining agreement and shall be subject to the terms and 
conditions of employment established for teaching staff 
members and instructional assistants therein, 
where otherwise modified by the parties. 
7:2-12.1-2 Staff members assigned 
the Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps. Program 
(JROTC) shall be recognized as part of the Patersoi 
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except 
[shall be excluded from all reductions in force and recalls 
(affecting instructional assistants. 
7:2-12.3 Work Year 
7:2-12.3-1 Junior Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps. Program (JROTC) staff shall be 
considered twelve (12) month employees and shall work a 
maximum of two hundred four (204) days between July 1 
and June 30, said days to be comprised of all days during 
the regular school year for other instructional staff plus 
twenty (20) additional days between the end of the regular 
school term and the beginning of the ensuing school term 
or as otherwise scheduled during the regular school year 
based upon program needs of the JROTC staff members 
and approved by their administrators. 
7:2-12.3-2 Said additional workdays 
do not necessarily have to be consecutive days. The 
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schedule for said additional days shall be developed by,. 
staff members and submitted for approval to the steflientary & 
members' immediate supervisor or building principal.rimary Scnoo 
7:3 SECRETARIES aministrative Office 
• Undine Telephone 7:3-1 Categorization fe rators and employee 
For the purpose of this Section secretajfenefit Specialist) 
staff members represented by the Association as indicai 
in Article 1:1 of this Agreement shall be categorizedpood Services 
follows: 
Central Supply, 
7:3-1.1 Administrative Secretaries s&^enance , Custodial 
reference secretarial staff assigned to: cervices, Audio Visual 
Central Administration Headquarters Offices including. 
Business Office (Specialists and Senior Specialist 
Data Entry Clerks 
Department of Special Services Offices 
Employee Benefits Specialists 
Food Services 
Telephone Operators 
133 & 137 Ellison Street Offices 
Old School #5 
SAGE Building except the SAGE School program^ 
and any other secretarial/clerical staff in 
specifically assigned to a public school building. J 
7:3-1.2 
8:00 - 3:30 
8:30 - 4:30 
8:30 - 4:30 
30min. 
60 min. 
60 min. 
7:30 - 3:00 30 min. 
_ -._ School Secretaries shall referen 
secretarial staff assigned to public school building 
thnsp assigned to the SAGE School program. those 
7:3-2 Workday 
7:3-2.1 The normal workday for secretari 
7:3-2.2 Exceptions 
I.Early switchboard operator 
2. Personnel in the high school responsible 
for teachers' absences. Their time of 
arrival and dismissal will vary, but actual 
number of hours (exclusive of lunch) is 
seven (7). 
3.Flex-time (starting and ending time) as an 
employment concept is permissible, with 
the mutual agreement of the staff member 
and supervisor, so long as the work hours 
are consecutive and no longer than the 
time spans indicated in Article 7:3-2. 
7:3-2.3 Break Time 
. .^  ^.i uic nor al or 
staff shall be seven (7) hours exclusive 
as follows: 
High School 
(including Registrars) 
Work Hours 
8:15-4:00 
-. Secretaries are authorized to take one fifteen 
of the lunch periof ^) minute break in the morning and one fifteen (15) 
minute break in the afternoon daily. 
Lunch Periof 
45 min. 
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7:3-3 WorkWeek 
The regular work week shall be from 
through Friday, except where holidays occur. 
7:3-4 Holidays 
7:3-4.1 School Secretaries 
<olumbusDay 
™ 'residential Election 
M
° C A Convention 
| p to 2 days) 
New Year's Eve 
Eid El Fitr 
Easter Recess 
Unanticipated Holiday(s) 
7:3-4.2-3 Additional Holiday 
Closings 
If the District is closed for additional 
Holidays with pay shall be provided (duik , " "" •
 nf fifteen (15) guaranteed 
the school year) when schools are closed in accordaiolidays b e ^ t h ^ ™ ™
 s h a n be granted these 
whether these days are 
-w - u~„» cprrptanes shall be granted these 
with the calendar for ten (10) month District employlolidays above, secretaries 
Also included are holidays which occur during fdditional days ott wiin p y 
summer months. fpecified in either Section above 
7:3-4.2 Administrative Secretaries 
7:3-4.2-1 Secretaries shall be entitl 
to a minimum of fifteen (15) paid holidays each year J 
days as specified below when school is not in session a 
in accordance with the calendar for twelve (12) moj 
District employees. 
7:3-4.2-2 Paid holidays shall! 
divided into two (2) categories, standard and unspecifief 
7:3-4.2-2.1 StandaJ 
holidays are guaranteed holidays which shall consist | 
the following ten (10) days: 
7:3-4.2-4 Saturday/Sunday 
Holidays 
In the event that an observed holiday 
falls on a Saturday or Sunday, secretaries shall be given 
jither the preceding Friday or the following Monday off 
,ith pay provided the District is closed. 
7:3-4.2-5 NJEA Convention 
In accordance with the laws of the 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Day after Thanksgiving 
Christmas Day 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King Day 
President's Day 
Good Friday 
Memorial Day 
7:3-4.2-2.2 Unspecifii 
holidays are guaranteed holidays which shall consist M 
five (5) of the days listed below: 
State of JNew jersey, 
request shall be excused to attend the NJEA Convention, 
id said days shall not count toward vacation, sick or 
personal days. The District may require proof of 
attendance for this time. 
7:3-4.2-6 Snow Days 
Personnel who report on days 
designated as 'snow days shall receive a day off at a 
MibsiKiuent date. Personnel unable to report to work shall 
not Iv charged with a 'sick day.' 
Rosh Hashanah 
Yom Kippur 
Veteran's Day 
Christmas Eve 
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7 : 3
"
5 S u m m e r Schedules 
7:3-51 Q u . 7:3-6 Vacations 
5 J Sch
°°l Secretaries 
i n A 7:3-5.]. 1 Th 7:3-6.1 General Criteria 
? ^ 7 i w ^ ^ " ^ C j ! S * u • • 7 :3"6-1"1 A » secretarial employees 
fct
 Monday in ju I v fh 0 W e^ e r . during the p e r f r S f ^ ^ b a r f m i n S u n " hired prior to May 1, 1995, are 
«*°°1 s e c r e U S f f S t h e t h i r d Monda^^Nt0 four W w e e k s annual vacation. 
t ^ f T h ^ w i « continue to L 7 a ^ ? J ° r k , a f o « | fc M 7 : 3" 6 - 1 - 2 Secretarial employees 
^
 Jarujl salary duringled between May 1, 1995, and July 1, 1995, shall 
feive one week annual vacation during their initial year 
^ . s c h e d u l e s will i " 2 D " r i n g t h e above
 p e J 6"* 1 0 7" 1 6 1"-
- V i s o r s
 for a p p r o v a J > * « to i m £ J 7:3-6.1-3 All secretarial employees 
7
 UJy J
 annuallfthe unit hired by the District on or subsequent to July 1 
when school is not i n t . - 3 D u r i n S su™mer month I 9 5 ' ^ e n t i t l e d t 0 t w o (2) weeks annual vacation after 
™y work a schedule
 rf:
SiSS,on' secrefarial staff m e S c o m P l e t l o n f o n e W fuI1 year of employment; three 
Agreement upon a n l , . ? ' t h a n t h o s e provided • I } W T V a C a t i ° n a f t e r t h e comPletion of three (3) 
P a P P r
°
V a I o f
 fteir i m m e d i a t e ^ " I " y e a r S ° f e m P l o y m e n t »<!; four (4) weeks of vacation 
adem,^ 7-3-5 1-4
 ThP rv • P Ter t h e c o m P l e t i o n °f six (6) full years of employment. 
? - ^ S 2 ^ ^ f e ^ ^ l
 h . f - 3 - 6 , - 4 Secretarial employees 
^ ^ o c c ^ ^ ^ ^ t o ^ ^ ^ i ^ i ^ their first year of employment may, with'the 
a security
 gUarcf Dy eithe<- the building a d m i n S I ^ T ? ° f t h e i r imme<»ate supervisor, utilize up to one 
»»i>Erator||,eek of their initial vacation entitlement. 
7:3
-5-2 ^ n i s t r a t i v e Secretaries 
s
--^^r--a? 
m
°nths, or when school,-. 1:3'5-2^ During 
memh«„ _ . . ^nool is not n
 c»o^__
 I  
- rnbe r s ma7ewnor?°a1 ? « * » ^ S U T 
Provided n t h i T g t ^ . ^ ^ e d i f f e ^ ^ 
l m m e
* a t e supervisor. 
7:3-6.1-5 A maximum of five (5) 
v^acation days may be carried over to the subsequent 
"school year. No employee may exceed the five (5) days 
mless written approval is obtained in advance from 
iis/her supervisor. 
7:3-6.2 Vacation Schedules 
-.-W..ICU bid 
a daily schedule different than thost provided n this Agreement upon written approval of theij i ediate siin/>-»--
Vacations must be scheduled 
I accordance with the conditions set forth below: in 
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I 
7:3-6.2-1 Elementary/Primary 
Schools Secretaries. \ 
Vacations must be taken during the| 
months of July and August but may not include the two (2). 
week period following the official closing of school or thet 
two (2) week period prior to the opening of school. 
7:3-6.2-2 High Schools Secretaries | 
Including Registrars 
Vacations may be taken 
during the work year as scheduled with the Registrar and 
approved by the building Principal, so long as the 
schedule provides for daily coverage during the months of 
July and August. 
7:3-6.2-3 All Other Secretarial 
Staff 
Vacations with the approval 
of the Department Supervisor must be taken within a 
current work year (July 1 through June 30). 
7:4 ATTENDANCE OFFICERS 
7:4-1 Workday 
The workday for attendance officers shall 
begin at 8:25 a.m. and end at 3:00 p.m. 
7:4-2 Work Year 
Attendance officers shall be ten (10) month 
employees. Required evening home visitations and Court 
appearances during times when school is not in session by 
these officers shall be compensated at the rate established 
for non-schedule salaries in Article 12:7 of this Agreement 
for support staff. 
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7:4-3 Identification Badges 
The District shall provide Attendance Officers with 
photo identification cards which shall indicate their 
authority to perform their job responsibilities at no 
expense to the officers. 
7:4-4 Home Visitation Protection 
In those cases where Attendance Officers are 
required to make home visits under circumstances which 
the officers believe endanger their health, safety or well-
being, a second officer will be assigned to accompany the 
officer at the time of the visit as approved by immediate 
supervisor. The visit shall be considered part of the work 
load of both officers. 
7:4-5 Communication Equipment 
The District agrees to provide to the Attendance 
Officers equipment which will permit immediate 
communication with police authorities in emergency 
situations, at no cost to the officers. 
7:5 SECURITY OFFICERS 
7:5-1.1 Security Officer Traditional 
Program 
The workday for security officers 
represented by the Association shall begin at 8:00 a.m. and 
end at 3:30 p.m. 
7:5-1.2 Security Officer Alternate Work 
Day Schedule 
In addition to the above, the parties agree 
that the District shall have the right to create alternate 
work schedules for security officers in its sole discretion. 
Security officers employed directly by the district and 
represented by the Association may volunteer for such 
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schedules, but no employee may be involuntarily assigned 
to such a schedule. 
The parties further agree that should no 
security officer employed directly by the district volunteer 
for an alternate work schedule assignment, the District 
retains the right to hire new employees or to utilize the 
services of an independent contractor to fulfill the District 
needs with regard to said alternate work schedules. Staff 
members initially employed to fill vacancies in alternate 
work schedule assignments shall be advised prior to being 
hired by the district that their employment is contingent 
upon participation in the designated alternate work 
schedule assignments. However, such employment shall 
not preclude said employees from requesting a transfer 
under the terms of this Agreement. 
In those cases where more than one security 
officer employed directly by the district volunteers for an 
alternate work schedule assiimmeiil. the panics agiec saiii 
.lsMi'iinicnl In die position shall he based upon senionu 
within the D M I U I 
I inallv. I he p.u Hi's ayiec lli.il llicie ^h.ill \\ 
no laliMion in the nuinlvi ol seiiiniv ollueis employed 
dneulv h\ llic ihsiiKt as .iiesuli ol the implementation u| 
alicinaie sihediilini: 
7:5-2 Work \oar 
Seunuv Ollneis shall Iv twelve i 11) munch 
employees 
7:5-3 SuiiinuT Sdii-riiili-Aacalioiis 
"> ; I Seainiv OIIK^IS III the una .no 
eiililkil io I on i i4) weeks ,iiinii.il v.ualion 
~
 s
 ' 2 \.ualioii schedule lequcsis will l\ 
submitted lo iimiiv.*t.fi^ ilt.- MipeiMsois loi appioval in 
adva lUC ol l i m e I si 
7:5-3.3 A maximum of five (5) vacation 
days may be carried over to the subsequent school year. 
No employee may exceed five (5) days unless written 
approval is obtained in advance from his/her supervisor. 
7:5-4 Break Time 
The parties agree that every employee needs 
reasonable breaks during the workday. Security Officers 
are explicitly authorized to take reasonable breaks. 
7:5-5 Uniform Clothing Allowance 
7:5-5.1 The District agrees to provide 
security officers with uniform clothing each year. The 
determination of the nature of the uniform for officers 
shall remain with the management of the district, but shall 
be made only after consultation with the employees 
effected. 
" ^ - lhe panics .if-'ice lh.it in the Insi 
ve.u ol employment, and in a seasonally appiopnale 
l.ishion. seuintv peisonnel shall he pi muled with uniloiiii 
iiimpoiicnis .is loiuul helms 
'llOllsCIs-
Shuis-
Swealeis-
K.ulsze 
winlei weight i2 pan i. 
spiini; weight 12 pan i 
IOIVJ slee\e poKestei navv winlei weight ( ii 
shoit sleeve while - siimmei weighl i ^i 
I'I'S pati.li &. \ineiican Hag p.ikh ifn sets 
Cotton nayy with badge holdei (2) 
Silver I'l 's'Seuurlv i i ) 
Name I'lale-Silvci - Insi initial and lasi name (I) 
lie \'ayy dip-on i2> 
Hell Ml.uk i l l 
( o.il Navy winlei weight ( 1 ). PI'S pakh and 
Hag p.ikh sel (11 
~ ^-
s
 ' In addition lo the above, in e.uh 
\e.n lollowmg said initial veai ol employment, the 
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District shall provide each security officer with $250 . 
during the 2000-2001 work year, $250 in the 2001-2002 
work year and $300 in the 2002-2003 work year and 
thereafter for replacement uniform components, the 
number of officers directly employed by the District not to 
be reduced during the life of the agreement. 
7:5-6 Communication Equipment 
The District agrees to provide Security 
Officers with equipment which will permit the officers to 
communicate with the main office from any location in or 
around the building. 
7:5-7 Overtime Notification 
The District agrees that security officers will | 
be provided with first preference in notice of, and j 
assignment to, all overtime and extra program j 
employment opportunities in the District. | 
7:6 PARENT COORDINATORS (SCHOOL/ I 
COMMUNITY PROGRAM COORDINATORS) f 
7:6-1 Workday 
The workday for Parent Coordinators 1 
(School/Community Program Coordinators) shall be the j 
same as that for elementary and primary school | 
instructional staff. j 
7:6-2 Work Year 
7:6-2.1 Parent Coordinators j 
(School/Community Program Coordinators) shall be ! 
considered ten (10) month employees. j 
7:6-2.2 In addition to the above, the District j 
shall have the authority to establish eleven (11) month | 
work year School/Community Program Coordinator j 
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positions. A separate salary guide reflecting a ten percent 
(10%) adjustment shall be applicable for this position. 
7:6-3 Flexible Assignment 
Parent Coordinators (School/Community Program 
Coordinators) may work a flexible but equal schedule 
different than that provided in this Agreement upon 
approval of their immediate supervisor. 
7:6-4 The District shall have the authority to require 
an eleven (11) month work year for School/Community 
Program Coordinators. A separate salary guide reflecting 
a 10% adjustment shall be applicable for this schedule. 
Ten (10) month salary guide shall remain in the event the 
District, in its discretion, retains any ten (10) month 
employees in this category. 
7:7 DENTAL ASSISTANTS 
7:7-1 Workday 
The workday for Dental Assistants shall be from 
8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
7:7-2 Lunch Period 
All Dental Assistants shall be entitled to a daily duty 
free lunch period of thirty (30) minutes. 
7:7-3 Break Time 
The parties agree that Dental Assistants need 
reasonable breaks during the workday. Dental Assistants 
are explicitly authorized to take reasonable breaks. 
7:7-4 Work Week 
7:7-4.1 The regular work week shall be from 
Monday through Friday, except where holidays occur. 
7:7-4.2 In the event of schools having early 
dismissal (such as 1:10 p.m. for in-service meetings), 
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Dental Assistants shall not be dismissed unless an J 
emergency condition exists. | 
7:7-5 Work Year [ 
Dental Assistants shall be considered twelve (12) j 
month employees, with the work year commencing j 
September 1 annually. 
7:7-6 Holidays | 
Dental Assistants will receive with pay all holidays j 
noted for school-based employees. In addition, they will I 
receive, with pay, the July 4th holiday. | 
7:7-7 Summer Schedules/Vacations 
j 
7:7-7.1 During the month of July, the j 
workday for Dental Assistants shall be from 8:30 am to j 
3:00 pm, with thirty (30) minute lunch period. 
7:7-7.2 The Dental Assistants shall be j 
provided with the entire month of August as vacation j 
days (from August 1 through August 31). 
7:7-8 Uniforms 
7:7-8.1 The District agrees to provide j 
Doni.il \-.sisi.int\ with umioim iloihiiii: i.iiii \e.u Ilk 
piuMMKiiol uniloim ilolhing'hall Ix in lonipliaiki with 
OSH \ iii|unciiknis when appliiahle 
n
 "" S 2 riiL deicimmaiion ol ilk n.ituie ol 
till' umioim iloihini; khall iitiiain with inanageniini but 
shall he in.idi onl\ atki lonsuli.uion wiih ilk .illci.li.il 
l I l i p l l A l l -
7:7.*) ( iTtifk-atinn Rcquiri'imnts 
-
lH I he Disiiki .mui's ih.il Denial 
\NMNI.IIIIS unplou'il pnoi in lu|\ I llW2 shall not l\ 
n-(.|iiiinl m lu>kl NiW lcisi\ Stan. Denial WiManl 
( iililk.ilion unless Kquiieil h\ law , 
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7:7-9.2 Dental Assistants who obtain New 
Jersey State Dental Assistant Certification shall be paid in 
accordance with the salary schedule established in this 
document for that certification. 
7:8 OVERTIME 
7:8-1 The District shall pay overtime after forty 
(40) hours of actual work in a week for employees other 
than teachers, instructional assistants' and 
school/community program coordinators. Overtime pay 
shall be at a rate equal to 1 and 1/2 times the particular 
employee's regular pay rate. 
7:8-2 Time off because of use of sick leave, 
personal leave, bereavement leave or vacation leave shall 
not count toward the accrual of the 40 hours of actual 
work in a workweek needed before overtime 
compensation is earned. 
7:8-3 Employees other than teachers, instructional 
assistants and school/community program coordinators 
shall be compensated at the rate of 1 and 1/2 times their 
regular pay rate for all assigned work directed to be 
performed on Saturdays. 
7:8-4 Employees other than teachers, instructional 
assisUinis and si.hool/iommimii\ piom.un loonhnaiois 
-h.ill be kOiiipensiiti.il .n the late ol two links thai iiiiiilai 
p.i\ lati. lot all assiyikd woik duelled to he puloiiued on 
Suiul.i\s and holidais 
" S-S l\ei|un<-d cu'inns! hoim visitations and-oi 
( ouii appeal.tikes whii.li oniii liunim ilk school \(.ai at 
nines when school is not in session whkh e\ i in l loii\ 
i-iui houis ol aiiual appio\ed woik in a vi«.k loi 
\iiniilaiki. Olliiiis shall he designated as meiuiik' 
i.linings In the e\inl ( ouil appiaianies aie iei|iiiied 
iluiuiii tunes whin \llendanii Ollin-is aie on \.kalion 
tlxx shall hi lompensatid thiouijh ionipensatni\ tunc 
i'i|ti.il to one and oik hall (I 1'2i links aiiual lime woikod 
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with a minimum guarantee of four (4) hours compensator) g.3 ASSIGNMENTS 
time and a maximum of one full day of compensatory 
time. In the scheduling of classes every effort will be 
made to establish reasonable assignments. 
7:8-6 The parties agree that the above Section shall 
become effective upon ratification of this Agreement bj 8:4 GRIEVANCES 
the parties. ' „ . , 
Grievances on class size and assignments will 
7:9 EXCEPTIONS terminate at Level Two. 
Exceptions to the provisions of this ARTICLE may 
be made only in cases of extreme emergency. The 
Association shall be notified in each such instance, in 
advance if possible. A disagreement over whether an 
exception is justified shall be subject to the grievance 
procedure and shall be initiated at Level Two thereof. 
ARTICLE 9 
SPECIALISTS 
9:1 READING SPECIALISTS 
ARTICLE 8 
CLASS SIZE 
So long as the District agrees to employ reading 
specialists, these employees shall be paid on the 
differential established in attached Schedules. 
9:2 INCLUSION OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
8:1 OBJECTIVES The job descriptions included in the Rules and 
The District and the Association agree that desirable R e ^ l a t i ° n S t °ff t h e ° i S t r i C t S h a ° b e m a d e p a r t ° f t h e 
class sizes be established and adhered to wherever, contract. 
possible. The objectives are: • 
8:1-1 To overcome crowded conditions in the 
schools. 
8:1-2 To effect maximum utilization of classrooms 
in presently existing schools. 
8:1-3 To protect the health, safety, and welfare of all 
students. 
8:2 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
The District agrees to meet the requirements for 
Special Education classes as stated in Chapter 46 of the 
New Jersey Statutes. 
ARTICLE 10 
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL (TEACHING) DUTIES 
10:1 INTENT 
The District and the Association acknowledge that 
an employee's primary responsibility is to teach and that 
his/her energies should, to the extent possible, be utilized 
to this end. Therefore, they agree as follows: 
10:2 NON-EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
Activities which have no education objectives shall 
be barred from the classroom. 
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10:3 TRANSPORTING STUDENTS 
10:3-1 Reimbursement (Transporting Students) 
10:4-2 Scheduling 
The District agrees to notify the teachers involved, 
in the beginning of the school year, of the day and times 
in which teachers will be provided with shopping time 
where possible, in coordination with their curricular 
activities. 
Employees shall not be required to drivi 
students to activities which take place away from tht 
school building unless required in the performance of thej 
contractual duties. An employee may do so voluntarily 
however, with the advance approval of the State Distriq 
Superintendent or his designee. S/he will be compensated 
at the current Internal Revenue Service (IRS) suggested 
per mile rate for such reimbursement for the use of his/he 
automobile unless otherwise compensated under the terra 
of Article 12:7-6. Staff members who receive 
compensation under Schedule C-Part 4 of this Agreemen!
 1 0 : 5 NON-INSTRUCTIONAL DUTIES 
may not receive reimbursement under this section for vat 
driving services. 
10:4-3 Traveling Staff 
Teachers assigned to more than one school shall be 
provided with shopping time in each school whenever 
necessary to properly meet the requirements - f **» 
curriculum and the teacher's job description. 
of the 
10:5-1 Preamble 
10:3-2 Liability Coverage 
The District shall arrange for and maintait 
appropriate insurance to cover all liability damages (losses 
and expenses) incurred by an employee against whom anjg 
action shall be brought for any act or omission arising oi | 
of the authorized use of his/her automobile in tht 
performance of school duties. 
10:4 SHOPPING TIME 
10:4-1 Release Time 
Teachers of Home Economics shall be provided wit| 
two (2) consecutive class periods per week for the purposej 
of purchasing the provisions or supplies used in thej 
teaching of their classes in the areas of foods and cooking.! 
Shopping time will be permitted during cookinjj 
curriculum marking periods or when authorized by the 
building administrator. | 
10:5-1.1 The Paterson Education 
Association and the Paterson School District have a joint 
interest in increased student-teacher contact, which 
maximizes current instructional time, and the efficient use 
of financial resources. The District agrees to free 
instructional staff from non-instructional duties, i.e., 
lunchroom duty and associated clerical responsibilities 
and, to the extent possible, other non-instructional clerical 
duties. 
10:5-1.2 The District agrees personnel 
other than staff represented by the Association shall 
i perform non-teaching duties including but not limited to 
milk distribution, supervision of cafeterias or lunch 
rooms, the collection and processing of lunch applications 
and money, and the completion of attendance registers 
and, to the extent possible, other non-instructional clerical 
duties. 
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District, and other associations will meet by July 1, 1992 
to identify the needs of staff and the District relative to 
these areas and define the parameters and processes for 
computerizing the District class register, lunchroom 
applications, attendance and other clerical data. 
10:5-3.2 In the interim period before 
computerization, the District will allot funds to each 
school to see that such clerical functions are done by high 
school work-study students, or are assigned to non-
instructional personnel with some pay for assuming the, 
duty, or are accomplished under any other options school' 
sites decide upon, provided that the tasks are done 
correctly and in a timely manner. 
10:5-4 In the elementary and primary 
schools, principals, administrators, teachers, and 
paraprofessionals will cooperate to ensure that time now 
free of non-instructional duties is used to increase 
instruction, enhance student achievement, and/or expand, 
student-teacher contact. 
ARTICLE 11 
EMPLOYMENT 
11:1 CERTIFICATION 
The District agrees to hire only certificated teachers 
holding certificates issued by the New Jersey State Board 
of Examiners for every teaching assignment. 
11:2 PLACEMENT ON SALARY SCHEDULE 
11:2-1 Previous Experience Credit 
When engaging teachers for service, the State 
District Superintendent is authorized to grant credit for 
outside teaching experience. Credit shall be based upon 
the amount of the increment in effect on the appropriate 
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salary guide. Credit may only be given v 
contractual service achieved in any publicly owneV 
operated college, school or other institution of learningX 
one academic year in this or any other state or territory of 
the United States. Credit shall not be granted for full-time 
substitute service. 
11:2-2 Earned Increment Eligibility 
The parties agree that employees covered by the 
earned-increment provisions of the contract will be 
eligible for the full increment in the following contract 
year: 
11:2-2.1 If ten-month employees, they are 
employed on or before February 1. 
11:2-2.2 If twelve-month employees, they 
are employed on or before January 1. 
11:3 PREVIOUS SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATION 
Previously accumulated unused sick leave days shall 
be restored to all teachers returning from military service. 
11:4 NOTIFICATION OF CONTRACT 
AND SALARY 
11:4 Non-tenured teaching and instructional 
assistant staff members shall be notified of their contract 
and salary status for the ensuing year no later than May 
15. All other members covered by this agreement shall be 
notified by June 30. 
If, however, by Legislative or State Department of 
Education action the provisions of N.J.S.A 18A:27-3, et 
seq. are relaxed or extended, the provision shall be 
temporarily modified accordingly. 
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11:5 DUTIES OF NON-CERTIFICATED INSTRUC- | 
TIONAL ASSISTANT (I-V) PERSONNEL 
The duties of Instructional Assistant personnel shall 
be confined to supportive duties within the school district. 
11:6 INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT \ 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD \ 
11:6-1 Definition 
During the first two (2) years of continuous ; 
employment, an Instructional Assistant shall be '• 
considered a probationary employee. ! 
11:6-2 Probationary Instructional Assistant 
Dismissal Procedure 
During said probationary period, the District 
may terminate the employment of such an employee under 
the guidelines established by the State of New Jersey for 
non-tenured teaching staff members. 
11:7 INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT (I-V) 
SENIORITY AND JOB SECURITY 
11:7-1 Definition 
School district seniority is defined as service by 
appointed Instructional Assistant employees in the school 
district in the collective bargaining unit covered by this 
Agreement. 
11:7-2 Seniority in the Event of Reduction in 
Force (RIF) 
11:7-2.1 In the event of a work location 
reduction in force, including reductions caused by the 
discontinuance of a facility or its relocation, the 
employees shall be laid off in the inverse order of 
seniority of the employees in the unit. 
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11:7-2.2 In the event of any reduv. 
force (RIF), district-wide seniority shall apply. 
11:7-3 Recall Procedure 
In the event that a vacancy occurs, a laid off 
employee shall be entitled to recall thereto in the order of 
seniority for a three (3) year period. Upon recall, the 
appointed employee shall have his/her accumulated 
seniority to the date of lay off. 
11:7-4 Non-Probationary Instructional Assistant 
Dismissal Procedure 
11:7-4.1 Unless the District has a justifiable reason 
for not adhering to strict seniority based upon legitimate 
non-arbitrary criteria, then after the completion of a two 
(2) year probationary period, no Instructional Assistant 
employee shall be dismissed or be subject to reduction in 
salary except for inefficiency, incapacity or other just 
cause. 
11:7-4.2 All employees shall be entitled to written 
notice of such reasons and a hearing, if requested, before 
the Superintendent or its designee. 
11:7-4.3 Should the employee not be satisfied by 
the determination of the Superintendent or designee, at 
his/her request, the matter shall be subject to binding 
arbitration as provided in the grievance procedure of this 
Agreement. 
11:8 SUBCONTRACTING/REDUCTION IN FORCE 
A Joint Committee of equal members shall be 
established by the parties, and will be convened as soon as 
practicable after any decision by the District to consider 
the subcontracting of unit work where the effect would be 
the loss of any unit job. The Committee shall review 
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possible alternatives to the potential subcontracting plan, 
and discuss severable issues, if any, related to such 
subcontracting plan. 
ARTICLE 12 
SALARIES 
12:1 SALARY SCHEDULE 
The salaries of all employees covered by this 
Agreement shall be set forth in attached schedules. 
12:2 PAYMENT 
12:2-1 Exceptions 
When a pay day falls on or during a school holiday, 
vacation or weekend, employees shall receive their pay 
checks on the last previous working day. 
12:2-2 Final Pay Ten Month Employees 
Ten month employees shall receive their final 
checks and the pay schedule for the following year on the 
last working day in June, provided individual records are 
complete and accurate. 
12:2-3 Summer Payment Option 
12:2-3.1 Each employee may individually 
elect to have ten percent (10%) of his/her monthly salary 
deducted from his/her pay. These funds shall be paid to 
the employee or his/her estate on the final pay day in June, 
or according to a schedule of payment throughout the 
summer as requested by the employee, or upon death or 
termination of employment, if earlier. 
12:2-3.2 The District agrees that it will not 
place monies from employees who opt for summer 
payment in any form of interest bearing account, unless 
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said interest is distributed to those whose salaries earned 
such interest. 
12:3 EQUIVALENCY CREDIT 
12:3-1 Statutory Provisions 
Equivalency credit shall be granted in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in 
NJ.S.A. 18A:29-6to 18A:29-16. 
12:3-2 Administration of Program 
The administration of the equivalency credit 
program shall be the responsibility of the State District 
Superintendent of Schools or designee, who may call 
upon teaching personnel for such assistance as is 
necessary. 
12:3-3 Procedure 
12:3-3.1 Application 
Candidates for adjustment under the 
Equivalency Program must process their request on the 
official application blank furnished by the State District 
Superintendent's Office or his/her designee. To be 
eligible, an applicant must hold permanent certification. 
12:3-3.2 Equivalency Committee 
Guidelines 
12:3-3.2-1 Procedural guidelines for 
submission and provision of equivalency credit shall be 
developed and implemented by the mutual agreement of 
the State District Superintendent of Schools or designee 
and the Association. 
12:3-3.2-2 The Committee shall be 
called into session not later than the third week of each 
October to consider applications for approval in 
November, and not later than third week of each March to 
consider applications for approval in April. 
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12:3-3.2-3 Candidates for 
adjustment under the equivalency program must submit 
applications not later than September 30 or February 28. 
12:3-3.2-4 Candidates for 
equivalency must submit, as part of their application, 
proof of their request for official transcripts which have 
been mandated by the Committee. In the event the 
application is received in a timely fashion by the 
Committee, and the Committee rules the application to 
meet all requirements for adjustment but the college or 
university fails to forward the transcripts by the filing 
deadline, the Committee shall consider the application at 
its next regularly scheduled meeting, and adjustments 
shall be made retroactively as if the transcript had been 
received in a timely fashion. 
12:3-3.3Time Limits 
Equivalency degree ratings approved in 
November shall be effective as of September 1, and all 
equivalency degree ratings approved in April shall be 
effective February 1. Adjustments for equivalency under 
these regulations shall be granted only at the time set forth 
herein. 
12:3-3.4 Permanent Record 
All credentials submitted with 
application shall be retained as a matter of permanent 
record by the State District Superintendent of Schools. 
12:4 SALARY INCREASES FOR ADVANCED 
DEGREES AND/OR EQUIVALENCY 
12:4-1 Definition 
Whenever a teacher shall have acquired an 
advanced degree or equivalency as defined in Title 18:13-
13.1 N.J.S.A. from a certified college or university, 
approved by the State Department of Education, by reason 
of taking such accredited courses in a field approved by 
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the State District Superintendent of Schools, as will make 
a direct contribution toward increased efficiency in his/her 
particular field in the schools, such teacher, upon the 
recommendation of the State District Superintendent of 
Schools, and the approval of the Board, shall receive an 
[ immediate increase in accordance with Schedule A of this 
\ Agreement. 
12:4-2 Salary Adjustments 
The adjustments for the advanced degrees as 
herein set forth shall be the amount payable above the 
basic salary. 
12:4-3 Required Official Transcript 
The State District Superintendent shall 
require a certified transcript from the accredited college or 
university from all applicants that come under this 
provision. 
12:4-4 College Credits Defined 
The term college credits means the credit 
value accepted by the New Jersey State Department of 
Education. 
12:4-5.1 Instructional Assistants Salary 
Guide Advancement 
Instructional Assistants who acquire 
additional credits during the term of their employment 
shall be advanced through the appropriate classifications 
upon presentation of transcripts showing the successful 
completion of said credits to the Office of the State 
District Superintendent of Schools or designee. 
Advancement shall be made in compliance with the 
procedures outlined in Article 12:3. 
12:4-5.2 Effective September 1, 2000 
instructional assistants shall be permitted to utilize credits 
toward advancement on the salary guide (i.e. Instructional 
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Assistant I to II, etc.) 
t h a t are achieved through 
, II, etc.) t h a V " v C e courses held 
V ^ ^ « f f % S S ^ t ^ yea, In-service 
outside the regular workday ^
 p l a c e o f h e 
12-5-3 2 For employees with 20 or more 
v e a r s of service, earned satisfactory service shall be 
oeermined on the basis of 130 days. 
is a 
outside the regular worKua^ ^ 
credit may not, however, be utilized in place 
acquisition of a baccalaureate degree for payment on the 
Instructional Assistant V salary guide. 
12:5 INCREMENTS 
12:5-1 Definitions 
12:5-1.1 The increment steps by 
personnel advance on the salary schedule are 
increments. 
12:5-1.2 An earned increment 
recommended increment. 
12:5-1.3 Satisfactory active service 
service recommended as such by the State District 
Superintendent of Schools. 
12:5-2 Ten Month Employees 
12:5-2.1 An earned increment is a 
recommended increment earned by satisfactory active 
service of not less than 120 days during the year for which 
the increment is given 
12:5-4 Granting of Increments 
12-5-4 1 The granting of scheduled 
%S%£».of the State District Superintendent. 
which" 12:5-4.2 Earned increments in conformity 
earned' with the Salary Schedule A will be granted annually to 
employees paid on a ten-month year on September 1st. 
12:5-4.3 Earned increments in conformity 
with Schedule A will be granted on the first of July for all 
twelve-month employees. 
12:5-4.4 The decision to withhold an 
increment for educational reasons shall not be subject to 
binding arbitration. However, claims of procedural 
violations in the evaluative process may be submitted to 
the grievance procedure. 
12:5-4.5 Increments will not be withheld for 
an employee based upon absenteeism if his/her absences 
are the result of an injury which was determined to be 
,.;„„ Kfnpfits and which was 
. o o For employees with 20 or more ^
 f r o m a n a s s a u l t u p o n the employee while the 
, I c f e t e d l S s S S active service shall be, J ^
 w a s p e r f o r m i n g h i s / h e r duUes. 
S S L l T o S h e basis of 100 days. 
n . 5 . 3 Calendar Employees Personnel on authorized leaves of absence 
earned increment f o I W e n o t entitled to increments other than those ^phcaWe 
l ^ r - v e a r basis i sF^" 0 1 . ,
 s e t f o r t h h e r e in whxch apply and the 12:5-3.1 An „ "I c S l r ' ; " ba i s . & . " c e s ™ f S ' = n which apply and the 
e n i l , , „ _ - , - „ „ , Dy „ _ . o t » •>*>*£&£££> with the exception of * » „ « bV 
- S S e S S c S ^ . e y e a t f o t w h t c ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ S < t f Z Z 
the increment is given. t v 
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12:5-6 Procedure - Withholding Increments for 
Disciplinary Reasons 
If the Association claims an employee': 
increment was withheld by the District for P«dominantt, 
disciplinary reasons, the dispute may be submitteI by fl* 
Association to the Public Employment Relaton, 
Commission (PERC) for review. Should the Public 
Employment Relations Commission uphold the 
contention of the Association, the issue may^then b j 
resolved in binding arbitration as provided in the 
grievance procedure outlined in Article 3. 
12:6 PROMOTIONS j 
When a professional employee is promoted to a| 
supervisory or administrative position, said employee 
shall at the time of assuming said position be placed on 
the appropriate step of the new salary guide which will 
result in an increase for the employee. 
12:7 NON SCHEDULE SALARIES 
The District agrees to the following salaries not! 
included in the attached schedules: 
12:7-1 Staff Positions 
SCPC's 
Secretaries 
Attendance Officers 
$18.00 per hour 
$16.50 per hour 
$15.00 per hour 
12:7-1.2 Exception 
12-7-1 1 Teachers, Instructional Assistants 
(I-V) Secretaries, School Community Program! 
Coordinators (SCPC's), Security Officers and Attendance 
Officers employed in the district's Saturday morning 
sctool program, Title 1 summer skills program, summer 
school pro-am, bedside instruction program^ evening 
school program, and any other programs which at* 
nTpleme'nted outside of the regular school ^ * * J 
be compensated at the rate(s) established below for al 
work, meetings, and orientation sessions connected with! 
^ S e r s l c e r t i f i c a t e d Staff) $33.00 per ho-J 
S c E L n a l Assistants (I, II, ffl, IV) $23.00 per hour 
An exception to the provisions of the 
above shall be made in the case of Department of Special 
Services secretarial staff members who shall be 
compensated at the rate of ten dollars ($10.00) per report 
for the typing of educational assessments, psychological 
reports IE.P.'s etc. after their regular workday, upon 
assignment and approval of the Director of Special 
Services or his/her designee. 
12:7-2 Directors 
Staff members employed as directors in the 
above mentioned programs shall be compensated at the 
rate of ($6.00) per hour more than those rates listed m 
12:7-1. 
12:7-3 Department of Special Services 
Employees in the Department of Special 
Services who work beyond the end of the contracted work 
year shall continue to be paid at the rate as they have in 
the past. 
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12:7-4 New Programs 
Should the District institute any programs or 
projects outside of the regular District ten-month program 
which employ members of the bargaining unit represented 
by the Paterson Education Association, those employees 
shall be paid according to the rates established above. 
12:7-5 Summer Sessions - Defined 
For the purposes of this Agreement, 
"summer" sessions shall be considered as the program 
held following the school year as listed above. 
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12:7-6 Traveling Expenses 
12:7-6.1 Employees who are required to 
their own automobiles in the performance of their rf 
duties and are assigned to more than one (1) scb 
day shall be reimbursed for all such travel at the f 
rates: 
Tintendent or his/her representative and the 
4'ted and at his/her option a representative of 
^ ^ ^ ^ sfers/Reassignments -12 Month 
&$«? £ *yees 
^ i ? ^ # j£° 'e-month (12) employees affected 
4? 
V 
Child Study Teams assigned to $4 
Department of Special Services 
Attendance Officers 
Other traveling Teachers 
(including Child Study Team merr 
12:7-6.2 The criteri 
allotment to which employees are v. 
accept as valid the levels of reimbursemfc.. 
categories of employees or individual emplo_, 
December 31, 1991. 
12:7-6.3 All members of the CST who are* 
required to travel, and who are not assigned to more thai-
one school per day, shall be reimbursed, based on the, 
submission of a form to be developed, at the then 
prevailing IRS rate per mile and for all other reasonable 
expenses such as parking fees, tolls, etc. 
12:8 RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE 
Employees who retire under the appropriate state 
retirement plan for their job classification shall receive a 
lump sum payment according to the following formula 
and procedure: 
12:8-1 Rate of Compensation 
N' 
-^Sients shall be notified in writing 
^ Cr ^ e e n (15) calendar days, not to 
3? S 1 ^ before said transfer will take 
£ /fl^0// Y*s -u Month 
<r $4 
F 
**r 
4?s 
/ 
".mployees affected by 
S n^ written request, be 
•^trator affecting the 
shall receive saiv 
12:9 SEPARATE Ch. 
•^ 
<v N5' 
<^RY 
<§*, transferred 
J? 4'd by the 
> > . # \ e l a t i o n s 
v A / ^ Sustains 
The District will
 x 
staff for payment of services whi«. 
and are in excess of their contractual s>. 
from these checks shall be limited to sta^ 
income taxes and social security payments m^, 
minimum rate established by the IRS for such payhv 
all be 
er 
One day's salary for every two days of 
unused sick leave up to a maximum of ninety (90) days of 
salary. 
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ARTICLE 13 
EMPLOYEE ASSIGNMENT 
PROMOTION, TRANSFER AND REASSIGNMENT 
13:1 EMPLOYEE ASSIGNMENT 
13:1-1 Notification of Assignment 
All ten-month (10) employees shall be given 
notice of their salary schedules, class and/or subject 
assignments, building and room assignments for the 
forthcoming year not later than the closing of school by 
their immediate supervisor. 
13:1-2 Transfers/Reassignments -10 Month 
Employees 
All ten month employees affected by 
transfers or reassignments shall be notified in writing and 
by mail no later than August 1. 
13:1-3 Schedules - Traveling Employees 
Except in the case of Attendance Officers 
and School/Community Program Coordinators, whose 
travel assignments shall be made to maximize their 
efficient functioning in their job responsibilities, 
schedules of employees who are assigned to more than 
one school shall be arranged so that no such employee 
shall be required to engage in an unreasonable amount of 
inter-school travel. Such employees shall be notified of 
any changes in their schedules as soon as practicable. 
13:1-4 Procedures After Deadline -10 Month 
Employees 
In the event that changes in such schedules, 
class and/or subject, building and room assignments are 
proposed after August 1, the Association and any 
employee affected shall be notified promptly in writing, 
and, upon request of the employee and the Association, 
the changes shall be promptly reviewed between the State 
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District Superintendent or his/her representative and the 
employee affected and at his/her option a representative of 
the Association. 
13:1-5 Transfers/Reassignments -12 Month 
Employees 
All twelve-month (12) employees affected 
by transfers or reassignments shall be notified in writing 
and by mail at least fifteen (15) calendar days, not to 
include vacation period, before said transfer will take 
effect. 
13:1-6 Recourse Procedures -12 Month 
Employees 
Twelve-month (12) employees affected by 
transfers or reassignments shall, upon written request, be 
given a conference with the administrator affecting the 
change. 
13:2 PROHIBITION OF DISCIPLINARY 
TRANSFERS 
Disputes over whether an employee was transferred 
for disciplinary reasons may be submitted by the 
Association to the Public Employment Relations 
Commission (PERC) for adjudication. If PERC sustains 
the Association's claim, the employee involved shall be 
returned to the work site from which the transfer 
emanated. 
13:3 EMPLOYEE REQUESTS FOR 
TRANSFERS OR REASSIGNMENTS 
Employees who desire a change in grade, 
subject and/or assignment or who desire to transfer to 
another building may file a written statement of such 
desire with the State District Superintendent not later than 
April 1. Such statement shall include the grade, subject 
and/or assignment to which the employee desires to be 
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assigned and the building(s) to which the employjLployees represented by the Association may be 
desires to be transferred in order of preference. |Ualified and eligible, shall be publicized by the State 
13:4 ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE pistrict Superintendent during the school year in 
PROTECTION ^accordance with the following: 
The school district and the Association recognij 13'J"2 P ° S t i " g P r o c e d u r e 
that Association officers, Executive Board members a l 13:7-2.1 All qualified employees shall be 
members of the Delegate Assembly may have, in thefeven adequate opportunity to make application for said 
relationship to their jobs, a special need for continuity |ositions, and no position shall be filled until properlv 
assignment and location. It is agreed therefore that thefubmitted applications have been considered 
Association officers, Executive Board members anf 
members of the Delegate Assembly will not be reassign* 13:7-2.2 The district agrees to give due 
or transferred arbitrarily, or in retaliation for uniojMgnt t 0 t h e background, experience and attainments of 
activities. 
13:5 SALARY 
Salary schedules for positions included in t 
Article, except for promotional positions, shall 
negotiated under procedures outlined in Article 2 of tl 
Agreement, along with regular salary schedules wherevi 
fall applicants and other relevant factors. 
I 
| 13:7-2.3 Notification for applications shall 
(be posted and circularized in the schools. Employee shall 
indicate they have seen said notification by signing their 
fcame and dating said notification. 
.-0 . , „.^,6 „uu^6uicu a icu wi u i n sj 13:7-2.4 The district agrees to forward to 
possible, or at such other times as may be appropriate iF16 Association office at the time of the posting, copies of 
order to conform to the time requirements for tl|aI1 P o s i t i o n postings. 
implementation of said programs. i ,__ . , „ . , 
j 13.-/-2.5 Said notification shall be made 
13:6 ASSOCIATION NOTIFICATION .known as such vacancies which are to be filled become 
On a monthly basis, the State Distrit 
Superintendent shall make available to the Association 
known or available. 
13:7-2.6 In the case of existing positions, 
~_r»u...w.w,..i „™i mcuv^  avcumuic IU iuc /\ssociauon » •' "•" x" ""- <-"a>- <JI cAisimg positions, 
writing, the names of all new employees and transfeifPd Po s t i ng shall occur twenty-one (21) calendar days 
known at that timfl Inrinr tn the. Hntp nnnti mhii-h tUa v o / - n „ m , ,»,:n 
known at that time. 
13:7 POSTING 
13:7-1 Positions Subject to Requirements 
fprior to the date upon which the vacancy will occur. 
13:7-2.7 Posting announcements will 
Include the qualifications of specific positions, position 
title, and the date upon which application for such position 
All openings for positions in the district, including U6' 
promotional positions, accredited evening high school 13:7-2.8 Posting for vacancies earlier than 
summer school, home teaching, federal projects, and othettated above is encouraged. 
programs including non-teaching positions for whicl 
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13:7-2.9 Summer school and accredited 
evening high school openings shall be posted not later 
than the preceding April 1 and June 1 respectively, and 
employees shall be notified of action taken not later than 
May 1 and September 1 respectively. 
13:7-2.10 No later than June 1 of each 
school year, the State District Superintendent shall cause 
to be delivered to the Association a list of all 
known/anticipated vacancies which shall occur during the 
following year. 
13:8 APPLICATION DEADLINE 
Application for posted positions outlined in 13:7 
above must be submitted to the State District 
Superintendent's Office no later than twenty-one (21) 
calendar days from the date the position is posted. 
Applications received after said date may be considered. 
13:9 PROMOTIONS DEFINED 
Positions which are full time and are paid a salary 
in excess of the salaries listed in Schedule A shall be 
considered promotions. 
13:10 COVERAGE BY MASTER AGREEMENT 
All of the provisions of this Agreement shall apply 
to full time employees who also hold positions in the 
accredited evening high school, summer school, bedside 
instruction and/or federal programs, except where clearly 
inapplicable. 
ARTICLE 14 
EMPLOYEE EVALUATION 
14:1 STAFF OBSERVATION AND 
PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
It is the desire of the parties to reward and 
support excellence in teaching, provide support to 
enhance the instructional skills of those teachers who need 
or request such help, and to give timely and appropriate 
feedback to all teachers about their performance, in order 
to ensure maximum student achievement. 
14:1-1 Association-District Committee on 
Employee Evaluation 
The District and the RE. A. will jointly create 
a team composed of equal numbers of representatives 
from both parties. 
14:1-2 Committee Responsibilities 
It shall be the responsibility of the 
Association-District Committee on Employee Evaluation 
to: 
14:1-2.1 Review the Professional 
Improvement Plan ("PIP") form, develop and explicitly 
communicate clear expectations about performance goals, 
observations, evaluations and PIP plans to the entire 
District. 
14:1-2.2 Revise District-wide observations 
and evaluation forms based on job descriptions for 
teachers, instructional assistants, security officers, 
secretaries, and each other category of employees 
represented by the P.E.A. using those expectations and 
performance goals developed above as guidelines. 
14:1-2.3 Develop and implement training 
for administrators after the evaluation forms are 
completed and before the forms are disseminated. 
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14:1-2.4 Develop ways to foster a climate ( 
of trust, so that employees regard observations and 
evaluations as opportunities for growth and support, rather 
than viewing them with apprehension as possible means 
of discipline or punishment. 
14:2 GENERAL CRITERIA 
14:2-1 Open Evaluation 
All monitoring or observations of the work 
performance of an employee shall be conducted openly 
and with full knowledge of the employee. 
14:2-2 Observation Sessions 
14:2-2.1 Each observation session should 
be long enough to enable the employee to demonstrate the 
full activity being observed, and no portion of the activity 
not actually observed should be commented upon. (For 
example, an observer of a teacher should observe an entire 
class period or lesson, and should not comment about the 
teacher's effectiveness at opening the session and 
establishing student expectations unless s/he was there to 
observe from the beginning.) 
14:2-2.2 An observation may be conducted 
for a shorter time if it is explicitly intended to focus on 
only a portion of the entire activity underway. (For 
example, if an earlier observation found a teacher 
ineffective at closing a lesson, after a conference 
discussing the prior observation, the evaluator would be 
free to observe only the closing section of a subsequent 
lesson.) 
14:2-3 Evaluation by Certificated Personnel 
14:2-3.1 Employees shall be evaluated only 
by persons certificated by the New Jersey State Board of 
Examiners to supervise instruction. 
14:2-3.2 Employees shall be evaluated by 
the principal, vice principal(s) and/or the department 
chairpersons of the school, as appropriate. 
14:2-3.3 An employee may request other 
relevant observers, such as department chairpersons or 
curriculum administrator. 
14:2-3.4 Employees shall not be evaluated 
by their peers; no evaluation of staff shall be conducted by 
personnel defined in ARTICLE 1 of this Agreement. 
14:2-4 Copies of Evaluation 
An employee shall be given a copy, for his/her 
permanent retention, of any class visit, observation and/or 
evaluation report prepared by his/her evaluators at least 
one (1) day before any conference to discuss it. No such 
report shall be submitted to the central office, placed in the 
employee's file or otherwise acted upon without prior 
conference with the employee. No employee shall be 
required to sign a blank or incomplete evaluation form. 
14:3 PERSONNEL RECORDS 
14:3-1 File 
An employee shall have the right, upon request, to 
review the contents of his/her personnel file and then 
receive copies at his/her expense of any documents 
contained therein. An employee shall be entitled to have 
a representative of the Association accompany him/her 
during such review. At least once every three (3) years, an 
employee shall have the right to indicate those documents 
and/or other materials in his/her file which s/he believes to 
be obsolete or otherwise inappropriate to retain. Said 
documents shall be reviewed by the State District 
Superintendent or his/her designee and if, in fact, they are 
obsolete or otherwise inappropriate to retain, they shall be 
destroyed. Disputes over the retention of said documents 
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may be processed through the grievance procedure 
commencing at Level Two. 
14:3-2 Derogatory Material 
No material derogatory to an employee's 
conduct, service, character or personality shall be placed 
in his/her personnel file unless the employee has had an 
opportunity to review the material. The employee shall 
acknowledge that he has had the opportunity to review 
such material by affixing his/her signature to the copy to 
be filed with the express understanding that such signature 
in no way indicates agreement with the contents thereof. 
The employee shall also have the right to submit a written 
answer to such material, and his/her answer shall be 
reviewed by the State District Superintendent or his/her 
designee and attached to the file copy. 
14:3-3 No Separate File 
14:3-3.1 Although the District agrees to 
protect the confidentiality of personal references, 
academic credentials and other similar documents, it shall 
not establish any separate personnel file which is not 
available for the employee's inspection. 
14:3-3.2 The sole official file for the 
purpose of accumulating job related information for any. 
employee represented by the Paterson Education 
Association shall be the permanent file residing in the, 
Personnel Office at the District's administrative 
headquarters. 
14:3-3.3 Only material contained in this file, 
may be used as documentary evidence in any proceeding 
dealing with said employee. 
14:3-3.4 The parties recognize that current 
Sate Department of Education regulations require files | 
dealing with the performance and/or employment of staff I 
members to be maintained at the employee's worksite. It | 
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is further recognized that the building administrators may 
utilize these files as repositories of anecdotal records 
which are directly related to the staff member's job 
performance. 
14:3-3.4-1 With the exception of 
said anecdotal records, all materials placed in a staff 
member's worksite file shall conform to the requirements 
established by this Agreement. 
14:3-3.4-2 No document in said 
worksite file shall be permitted to become part of the 
official permanent file referred to in 14:3-2 above after the 
passage of ninety (90) days from the date the incident or 
event described in the document occurred. 
14:3-3.4-3 In the event such 
anecdotal materials are submitted within ninety (90) days 
of the incident or event for inclusion in the official 
permanent file, the building administrator shall first notify 
the staff member, and comply with the rules for inclusion 
of such materials as provided in Article 14:3-2 of this 
Agreement. 
14:3-3.4-4 Documents older than 
ninety (90) days which are contained in the building file 
and have not been forwarded for inclusion in the official 
file as noted above, will not be permitted to be entered into 
evidence in any proceeding concerning the employee, but 
may be used by the administrator who authored the 
documents in the preparation of his/her testimony in 
connection with any such proceeding. 
14:3-4 If an employee is transferred from 
one worksite to another, the only documents regarding 
said employee which may be transferred in any way from 
the old site to the new site shall be official documents such 
as copies of degrees, certification papers, transcripts, 
employment agreements, etc. All other documents will 
remain with the building administrator who compiled 
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them and will not be permitted to be entered into evidence 
in any proceeding concerning the employee but may be 
used by the administrator who authored the documents in 
preparation of his/her testimony in connection with any 
such proceeding. 
14:3-5 Material placed in the official 
personnel file of an employee shall conform to the 
requirements established by this Agreement. 
14:4 EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
14:4-1 Pre-Observation Communication 
Prior to any annual evaluation report, the 
immediate supervisor of a non-tenure employee shall have 
had appropriate communication, including but not limited 
to all steps listed below, with said employee regarding 
his/her performance as an employee. 
14:4-2 Procedure 
Supervisory reports shall be presented to non-
supervisory personnel by the principal or counterpart' 
supervisor periodically in accordance with the following 
procedures: 
14:4-2.1 Such reports shall be issued in the ' 
name of the appropriate supervisor based upon a 
compilation of reports of observation and of discussions 
with any or all supervisory personnel who come into j 
contact with the employee in a supervisory capacity. 
14:4-2.2 Such reports shall be addressed to ; 
the employee. 
14:4-2.3 Such reports shall be written and 
shall include when pertinent, strength of the employee as 
evidenced during the period since the previous report; 
weaknesses of the employee as evidenced during the j 
period since the previous report. 
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14:4-3 Such supervisory reports are to be provided 
for non-tenure employees at least three (3) times each 
year, the first not later than November 15, the second not 
later than February 15, and the last not later than April 15. 
14:5 POST OBSERVATION/EVALUATION 
CONFERENCE 
In the process of the formal observation/evaluation, 
the employee shall have an observation conference within 
five (5) working days of the observation. At this session, 
the employee will receive feedback regarding the 
observation/evaluation. 
14:6 TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
Final evaluation of an employee for termination of 
his/her employment shall be concluded prior to severance. 
No derogatory documents relating to the actual work 
performance of the employee shall be placed in the 
employee's file after the severance of the employee unless 
said derogatory document was (a) signed by the employee 
or (b) presented to the employee for signature and the 
employee refused to sign it. In the event the employee has 
already left the District, a copy of said document shall be 
mailed to the employee at his/her last known address. 
ARTICLE 15 
NON-RENEWAL/FAIR DISMISSAL PROCEDURE 
15:1 NOTIFICATION OF CONTINUED 
EMPLOYMENT 
Non-tenured teaching staff members and 
instructional assistants shall be notified of continued 
employment or of non re-employment according to the 
procedures set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:27-10 et seq. All 
other staff members covered by this Agreement shall be so 
notified sixty (60) calendar days prior to the effective date 
of non re-employment. 
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15:2 APPEALS OF TERMINATION 
15:2-1 Appeals from a decision not to renew the 
contract of a non-tenured teaching staff member or 
instructional assistant shall be conducted according to the 
provisions of the New Jersey Administrative Code 6:3-
4.20. To the extent permitted by law, claims of procedural 
defects in the implementation of said procedures may be, 
submitted to the grievance procedure. 
15:2-2 Staff to whom these provisions do not apply ' 
under the law and Administrative Code may request in, 
writing a hearing before a hearing officer, or tribunal, 
established by the District, who shall be granted the 
authority to confirm the decision to terminate employment 
or overturn such decision and reinstate said employee. 
15:2-3 Said hearing will be held within thirty (30) 
days of the employee's request. 
15:2-4 Within five (5) working days of the hearing, 
the employee shall be notified in writing of the decision in 
the matter. 
ARTICLE 16 
EMPLOYEE FACILITIES 
16:1 LISTING OF FACILITIES 
16:1-1 An employee shall have the right to use 
available equipment and supplies to aid in the preparation 
of instructional materials. 
Each school shall have the following facilities: 
16:1-2 A private storage space in each classroom in 
which employees may store instructional materials. 
16:1-3 An appropriately furnished room reserved 
for the exclusive use of employees as a faculty lounge 
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where feasible. Although employees shall be expected to 
exercise reasonable care in maintaining the appearance 
and cleanliness of said lounge, it shall be regularly 
cleaned by the school's custodial staff. 
16:1-4 Regular services of an exterminator. 
16:1-5 A private pay phone in each faculty lounge 
for the exclusive use of the employees where feasible and 
at no cost to the District. 
16:1-6 A communication system so that employees 
can communicate with the main office from their 
classrooms. 
16:1-7 Well-lighted and cleaned employee rest 
rooms, separate from the student rest rooms, and with 
sufficient supplies. 
16:1-8 Free and adequate off-street paved parking 
facilities, which are protected against vandalism, properly 
maintained, and identified exclusively for employee use, 
where possible and District property is available. 
16:1-9 Closet space for each employee to store 
coats and other personal articles. 
16:1-10 Teacher editions, exclusively for each 
employee's use, of all texts used in each of the courses 
taught by the teacher. 
16:1-11 Chalkboard space in every classroom. 
16:1-12 Individual books for each student, paper, 
pencils, chalk, erasers and other such material required in 
daily teaching responsibility shall be available. 
16:2 ACCESS TO WORK AREAS 
Employees should have access to the faculty lounge 
and employee work area both during and after regular 
school hours. 
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16:3 REPORTING OF ABSENCES 
Employees may call the telephone answering service 
between 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. to report unavailability 
for work. Once an employee has reported unavailability, 
it shall be the responsibility of the administrator to arrange 
for a substitute. In the event of an emergency or 
unexpected occurrence, the employee shall be authorized 
to contact the Principal directly. 
Staff not assigned to school buildings will continue 
to report absences to their immediate supervisors. 
ARTICLE 17 
EMPLOYEE-ADMINISTRATION LIAISON 
17:1 ORGANIZATION 
The employees from each school shall select a 
Liaison Committee for each building. Said committee 
shall consist of not more than one (1) member for every 
twelve (12) employees in the school building, but shall in 
no event be less than three (3) members, at least one of 
whom shall be a representative of the Association. , 
17:2 MEETINGS 
The committee shall meet with the building 
principal at least once every two months for the duration 
of the school year. These meetings may take place after 
regular school hours. 
17:3 AREAS FOR COMMITTEE 
CONSIDERATION 
Areas for consideration shall include, but not be 
limited to, such matters as: 
1. Curriculum 
2. Textbooks 
3. Distribution of Materials and Supplies 
4. Discipline 
5. Parent Visitation 
ARTICLE 18 
SICK LEAVE - PERSONAL LEAVE 
18:1 ACCUMULATIVE DAYS 
All employees shall be entitled, beginning with the 
first day of the school year, whether or not they report on 
that day, to fifteen (15) sick or personal days, not less than 
ten (10) of which shall be for illness nor more than five (5) 
for personal reasons. Any of the unused days shall be 
accumulated from year to year as sick-leave days with no 
maximum limit. 
18:2 TRANSFER FROM OTHER DISTRICTS 
Whenever the District employs an employee who 
has an unused accumulation of sick leave days from 
another school district in New Jersey, the District may 
honor such additional sick leave time as accumulated by 
the employee up to 40 days in addition to the annual and 
accumulated sick or personal leave provided in 18:1 of 
this ARTICLE. 
18:3 NON-ACCUMULATIVE DAYS 
18:3-1 Right of Application 
Any employee whose accumulated sick leave has 
been exhausted may petition the District for additional 
sick leave. The written request must be accompanied by 
a physician's statement setting forth the nature of the 
illness and the number of days needed by the employee to 
recover from the disability. Each such request shall be 
evaluated by the District on an individual basis. 
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18:3-2 Rate of Compensation 
A ten-month employee whose request for additional 
sick leave is granted by the District shall be paid l/200th 
of his/her annual salary, less the pay of a substitute for 
each day of leave approved. A twelve-month employee 
whose request for additional sick leave is granted by the 
District shall receive 1/240th of his/her annual salary, less 
the pay of a substitute for each day of leave approved. 
18:4 NOTIFICATION OF ACCUMULATION 
Employees shall be given a written accounting of 
accumulated unused leave days no later than November 1 
of each school year. 
18:5 PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATE 
A physician's certificate may be required by the 
District for personal illness after four (4) consecutive 
days. 
ARTICLE 19 
TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
19:1 TYPES OF LEAVE 
Employees shall be entitled to the following non-
accumulative leaves of absence with full pay each year. 
19:1-1 Bereavement 
19:1-1.1 Employees are entitled to four (4) 
workdays leave for death of spouse, child, parents, 
siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, brother/sister-in-
law, or spouse's parents. 
19:1-1.2 Employees are entitled to a total of 
three (3) workdays leave for death of members of the 
immediate household. 
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19:1-1.3 In the event of the death of an 
employee or student in the Paterson School District, two 
(2) school personnel shall be granted sufficient time off by 
the Principal to attend the funeral. 
19:1-1.4 Immediately upon return to school 
from a bereavement leave, employees shall complete and 
file with the District a bereavement leave form which shall 
be available in the Principal's office in the individual 
schools, or in the Office of the State District 
Superintendent of Schools. 
19:1-1.5 The parties agree that days taken in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section shall be 
consecutive workdays, one of which shall be the day of 
the funeral. 
19:1-1.6 In those cases where schools are 
closed for more than two days for vacation periods 
(Winter/Christmas Recess: MidWinter/February Break (if 
more than two workdays); Spring/Easter Recess; summer 
vacation), provisions related to workdays will revert to 
calendar days. Disputes arising over this section shall be 
discussed between the State District Superintendent of 
Schools or his designee and the Association. Unresolved 
issues may be filed at Level Two of the grievance 
procedure. 
19:1-1.7 It is further agreed that should 
special circumstances warrant a request for leave to be 
applied in a manner other than that described in this 
Section, said request shall be considered by the State 
District Superintendent of Schools and granted at his/her 
discretion. 
19:1-2 Conferences of Affiliates 
Representatives of the Association may 
attend conferences and conventions of state and national 
affiliated organizations as hereinafter stated. 
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19:1-3 Legal 
Time necessary for appearance in any 
criminal, quasi-criminal, Workers' Compensation 
proceeding or other legal proceeding pertaining to school 
business or school affairs in which an employee is 
personally involved or is required to attend by law. 
19:1-4 Military 
19:1-4.1 Time necessary for persons called 
into temporary active duty of any unit of the U.S. 
Reserves or the State National Guard. An employee shall 
be paid his/her regular pay less any pay which s/he 
receives from the state or federal government. 
19:1-4.2 Employees shall be granted leaves 
of absence for entering Military or Naval Service. 
N.J.S.A. 38:23-4. 
19:1-5 Conventions 
19:1-5.1 Employees shall be granted leaves 
of absence to attend State or National Conventions. (See 
Military 38:23-2.) 
19:1-5.2 Employees may attend 
conventions, conferences and meetings subject to the 
following regulations and limitations: 
19:1-5.2-1 Application to be absent 
for any of the said purposes must be made in writing to the 
State District Superintendent. 
19:1-5.2-2 The convention, etc., 
must embrace the employee's sphere of activity. 
19:1-5.2-3 The Superintendent may 
approve the application and recommend its approval to the 
District. 
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19:1-5.2-4 A leave of absence 
granted for any of the aforesaid purposes shall be without 
loss of salary, and the employee shall be granted a sum 
sufficient to cover his/her travel expenses, plus an 
allotment of $25.00 per diem. 
19:1-5.2-5 Employees attending 
conventions, etc., aforesaid, shall file with the 
Superintendent a written report covering the activities of 
the convention, etc., and the benefits derived therefrom. 
Said report shall be filed with the Superintendent no later 
than ten days following the employee's return to service. 
19:1-5.2-6 Employees granted leave 
under these regulations shall be considered in regular 
service of the District. 
19:1-6 Good Cause 
Other leaves of absence with pay may be granted by 
the State District Superintendent for good reasons at any 
time during the school year. 
19:1-7 Limits 
19:1-7.1 Absences before and after a 
holiday or before September 15 and after June 15, shall be 
limited to personal illness or bereavement leave. Any 
application for absence during these periods for reasons 
other than a personal illness or bereavement leave, shall 
be subject to approval by the District in advance of the 
proposed absence. 
19:1-7.2 All leaves under 19:1-3 (Legal), 
shall be applied for at the time of the occurrence. 
19:1-7.3 Except for illness, absences are not 
authorized for more than three (3) consecutive days, 
unless prior approval is obtained from the Office of the 
State District Superintendent. 
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19:2 IN ADDITION TO SICK LEAVE 20:4 MILITARY 
Leaves taken pursuant to 19:1 above shall be in 
addition to any sick or personal leave to which the 
employee is entitled. 
19:3 NJEA CONVENTION 
Teachers may attend the annual convention of the, 
New Jersey Education Association for a period of not' 
more than two days in any school year without loss of pay 
in accordance with the provisions as more particularly set 
forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:31-2. 
ARTICLE 20 
EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
20:1 ASSOCIATION 
The District agrees that up to two (2) employees 
designated by the Association shall, upon request, be 
granted a leave of absence without pay for up to one (1) 
year for the purpose of engaging in activities of the 
Association or its affiliates. 
20:2 INTERNATIONAL AND 
FEDERAL PROGRAMS 
A leave of absence without pay of up to two (2), 
years may be granted to any employee who joins the' 
Peace Corps, VISTA, National Teacher Corps, or accepts 
a Fulbright Scholarship. 
20:3 OUTSIDE TEACHING 
A teacher on tenure may be granted a leave of 
absence without pay for up to one (1) year at the discretion, 
of the District to teach in an accredited college or 
university. 
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20:4-1 Employee Leave 
Military leave without pay shall be granted to any 
employee who is inducted or enlists in any branch of the 
armed forces of the United States for the period of said 
service and three (3) months after recovery of any wound 
or sickness at time of discharge. 
20:4-2 Spousal Leave 
A similar leave shall be granted to the spouse of any 
employee who is so inducted or who enlists to join 
him/her for the period of training in preparation for duty 
overseas in combat zones. 
20:5 POLITICAL 
The District shall grant a leave of absence without 
pay to any employee to campaign for, or to serve in public 
office. 
20:6 MATERNITY LEAVE 
20:6-1 Childbirth 
20:6-1.1 An employee shall notify the State 
District Superintendent of her pregnancy as soon as it is 
medically confirmed. The District shall grant maternity 
leave without pay to any employee upon her request, to 
commence on the day requested by the employee so long 
as the effective date of the leave conforms to the most 
recent decisions of the Commissioner of Education, State 
and Federal court decisions, and the state law. 
20:6-1.2 A non-tenure teacher or 
probationary Instructional Assistant (I-V) will not be 
granted maternity leave beyond the term of her contract. 
20:6-1.3 The District agrees not to maintain 
or enforce any policy or practice for the removal of any 
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tenure or non-tenure employee from her duties which is 
based solely on the fact of her pregnancy or on the fact 
that she completed a specific number of months of 
pregnancy, but shall consider and treat each employee on 
an individual basis in accordance with the provisions of 
the New Jersey Law against Discrimination N.J.S.A. 
10:5-1, et seq. 
20:6-1.4 The District may remove a 
pregnant employee from her duties on any one of the 
following bases: 
20:6-1.4-1 Her performance has 
substantially declined from her performance before 
beginning her pregnancy or during said pregnancy. 
20:6-1.4-2 Her physical condition or 
capacity is such that her health would be impaired if she 
were to continue in her assignment, provided however that 
her physical incapacity shall be deemed to exist only after 
the District notified the employee that she may lack the 
capacity to properly fulfill her responsibilities. 
20:6-1.4-3 The pregnant employee 
fails to produce a certificate from her physician that she is 
medically able to continue in her assignment. 
20:6-1.4-4 The physician for the 
District and the employee's physician agree that she 
should not continue in her assignment, or, 
20:6-1.4-5 Following a difference of 
medical opinion between the physician for the District and 
the physician for the employee, such physicians shall 
appoint an impartial third physician who shall examine the 
employee and conclusively determine the issue of her 
medical capacity to continue in her assignment. The 
expense of an examination by such impartial physician 
shall be shared equally by the employee and the District. 
20:6-1.5 An employee returning from a 
leave of absence for maternity shall be required to submit 
to the District, a certificate certifying her ability to resume 
the duties of her position. 
20:6-1.6 An employee shall be entitled to 
use accumulated sick days for illness or disability 
resulting from maternity; an employee returning from a 
leave of absence for maternity shall be entitled to all 
benefits to which employees returning from other types of 
sick leave or disability leaves would be entitled. 
20:6-1.7 Any Instructional Assistant (I-V) 
granted maternity leave without pay according to the 
provisions of this section may, at her discretion, elect to 
substitute all or any part of her accumulated sick leave in 
lieu thereof and receive full pay and benefits for the same. 
20:6-1.8 Any Instructional Assistant (I-V) 
granted maternity leave shall, at her request, be restored to 
the exact same position vacated at the commencement of 
said leave. 
20:6-1.9 No staff member shall be 
prevented from returning to work after childbirth solely on 
the grounds that there has not been a time lapse between 
childbirth and the desired date of return. 
20:6-2 Adoption of Child 
An employee adopting a child shall be granted a 
leave of absence without pay to commence upon receiving 
de facto custody of said child, or earlier, if necessary, to 
fulfill the requirements for the adoption. 
20:6-3 Duration of Leave 
20:6-3.1 The District agrees that a staff 
member giving birth to a child during the school year shall 
be granted a maternity leave of absence for the remainder 
of the school year, and, in addition, shall be granted an 
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extension of that leave for child care for the entire school 
year following the termination of the first leave, if the 
employee so requests. 
20:6-3.2 The District will contact the 
employee on leave in writing three months prior to the end 
of her leave of absence to advise the employee of her 
future employment options, including returning to active 
service, resigning from active service, or applying for an 
extension of leave of absence as provided for in 20:10 of 
this Article. 
20:6-3.3 Employees on leave shall notify 
the District of their future employment decision, based 
upon the above, at least thirty days prior to the end of the 
school year in which the leave of absence terminates. 
20:7 ILLNESS IN FAMILY 
A leave of absence without pay of up to one (1) year 
may be granted for the purpose of caring for a sick 
member of the employee's immediate family. Such leave 
shall be requested in writing and may be granted at the 
discretion of the District. 
20:8 GOOD CAUSE 
Other leaves of absence without pay may be granted 
by the District for good reason, including paternity leave. 
20:9 FAMILY LEAVE ACT NOTIFICATION 
Upon receipt of request for unpaid leave of absence 
under the provisions of this Article, the District shall 
notify, in writing, the applicant staff member of the 
provisions and entitlements of the Family Leave Act of 
1990, and grant same upon request of the staff member. 
20:10 EXTENSIONS AND RENEWALS 
All requests for extensions or renewals of leaves 
shall be in writing to the Office of the State District 
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Superintendent of Schools. Any action concerning said 
requests by the District shall be in writing. 
20:11 TERMINATION OF LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Unpaid leaves of absence, except in emergency 
situations, shall terminate at the end of the academic year. 
If extensions of these leaves are granted, the extension 
shall terminate on January 31 or June 30. 
20:12 RETURN FROM LEAVE 
20:12-1 Salary 
Upon return from leave, an employee shall 
be placed on the salary schedule at the appropriate level 
commensurate with years of experience. An employee 
shall not receive credit for time spent on a leave. 
20:12-2 Benefits 
All benefits to which an employee was 
entitled at the time his/her leave of absence commenced, 
including unused accumulated sick leave, shall be restored 
to him/her upon his/her return. 
ARTICLE 21 
SABBATICAL LEAVES 
21:1 PURPOSE 
A sabbatical leave shall be granted to a certified 
teacher by the District for study, travel, or for other 
reasons of value to the school system. 
21:2 CONDITIONS 
21:2-1 Number of employees 
If there are sufficient qualified applicants, sabbatical 
leaves shall be granted to a maximum of thirty (30) 
members of the teaching staff for any one school year. 
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21:2-2 Requests 
Requests for sabbatical leave must be received by 
the State District Superintendent on an official application 
form as follows: 
21:2-2.1 Application for leave during any 
full semester that is, from September through January or 
for any full school year, must be made on or before April 
1st of that year. 
21:2-2.2 Application for leave during the 
second semester, that is, February through June, must be 
made on or before November 1st of that school year. 
21:2-2.3 The State District Superintendent 
shall make a recommendation on each application for 
sabbatical leave and the same shall be subject to approval 
of the District not later than the public meeting in May. 
21:2-2.4 It is the intention of this resolution 
that all sabbatical leaves must begin at the commencement 
of a school semester and terminate at the end of a school 
semester. 
21:2-3 Minimum Time to Qualify 
Applicants for sabbatical leave for study purposes 
shall have completed seven (7) years or more of 
satisfactory service in the Paterson School District. 
Applicants for sabbatical leave for travel or other reasons 
of value to the school system shall have completed ten, 
(10) years or more of satisfactory service in the Paterson 
School District. 
21:2-4 Pay 
Employees on sabbatical leave of absence shall be 
paid fifty (50%) percent of their salary for the months they 
are on leave in the same manner as though they were on 
active duty. The District shall continue to pay the pension 
of the individual while on a sabbatical leave. 
21:2-5 Study 
21:2-5.1 A sabbatical leave of absence for 
the purpose of study shall require that applicant attend, for 
a period of not less than ten (10) weeks each semester, a 
college or university recognized by the New Jersey State 
Department of Education. If such attendance is 
undergraduate study, such applicant must pursue not less 
than ten (10) credits during a semester or if for graduate 
study, then said applicant must pursue not less than six (6) 
credits each semester. 
21:2-5.2 All courses must be in the 
applicant's field of work and applicants shall be required 
to file a transcript of said record following each semester. 
The transcript shall be filed with the Office of the State 
District Superintendent of Schools. All courses as set 
forth herein must be taken during the regular semester 
exclusive of summer sessions. 
21:2-6 Travel 
No sabbatical leave for travel shall be granted unless 
such leave application is accompanied by an itinerary 
setting forth in detail the travel program contemplated. 
Such travel itinerary must be approved by the State 
District Superintendent of Schools. 
21:2-7 Preference 
Applicants for sabbatical leave of absence shall be 
given preference according to their relative years of 
service subsequent to their last preceding sabbatical leave 
and availability of replacement to be determined by the 
State District Superintendent of Schools. Preference will 
be assigned to applicants for leave covering a full school 
year since it is more difficult to secure substitutes for a 
semester than for a full academic year. 
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21:2-8 Return 
21:2-8.1 Employees on sabbatical leave 
shall be considered to be in regular full-time attendance in 
the position held at the beginning of such leave for the 
purpose of determining his/her length of service. 
21:2-8.2 Employees absent because of an 
authorized sabbatical leave shall receive such increments 
as are granted during that period. 
21:2-8.3 Employees shall agree in writing to 
return to his/her employment for a period of not less than 
two years following the expiration of such sabbatical 
leave. 
21:2-9 Illness 
Interruption of sabbatical leave for study or 
travel caused by serious illness or accident during such 
leave shall not prejudice the District as regards the 
fulfillment of the conditions regarding study or travel on 
which the leave was granted nor affect the amount of 
compensation paid such employee under the terms of such 
sabbatical leave, provided: 
21:2-9.1 Evidence of the accident or illness 
is satisfactory to the State District Superintendent of 
Schools. 
21:2-9.2 The State District Superintendent 
has been promptly notified of such accident or illness 
within ten (10) days of such accident or illness. 
21:2-10Definitions 
21:2-10.1 "Member" or "applicant" shall 
mean all members of the staff whose status is recognized 
by the New Jersey State Department for certification, 
executive and administrative officers. 
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21:2-10.2 'Service" and "employ" shall 
mean only active full-time participation in teaching or 
executive, administrative or supervisory capacities in the 
Paterson School District. 
21:2-11 Termination of Leave 
21:2-11.1 No applicant on sabbatical leave 
shall be permitted to engage in remunerative employment 
while on such leave. A violation of this regulation shall be 
sufficient reason to effect a cancellation of the leave. 
21:2-11.2 The District offers the privileges 
mentioned above with the expectation that those to whom 
leaves are granted will fulfill the obligations which they 
assume in accepting the leaves of absence under these 
rules. In any case of violation, the leaves of absence will 
be terminated by the District and will be regarded as 
evidence of conduct unbecoming an employee. 
ARTICLE 22 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND 
EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
22:1 PURPOSE 
In a rapidly changing society, employees must 
constantly review curricular content, teaching methods 
and materials, educational philosophy and goals, social 
change and other topics related to education. The District 
recognizes that it shares with its professional staff 
responsibility for the upgrading and updating of employee 
performance and attitudes. The District and the 
\ Association support the principle of continuing training of 
employees and the improvement of instruction. 
22:2 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
22:2-1 As part of their commitment to excellence, 
the parties agree that increased student achievement 
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requires providing staff with continuous, on-going 
opportunities to learn and grow in their profession or 
assignment. Therefore, the District will work with the 
P.E.A. to coordinate, monitor and support professional 
development opportunities for staff. 
22:2-2 The parties will work together to survey 
staff needs, keep abreast of and publicize professional 
development opportunities, and work with local schools 
and staff to develop staff-based in-service which will 
enable staff to share expertise and creative, innovative 
ideas. 
22:2-3 The District also agrees to work closely with 
P.E.A. so that where possible and appropriate, staff can 
receive in-service credit for District-approved NJEA and 
other professional development activities. 
22:3 MANDATED CONTINUING EDUCATION 
FOR TEACHERS (NJAC 6:11-13) 
22:3-1 The District agrees to utilize full day sessions 
designated for staff in-service training and identified as 
non-student contact days during the school year or student 
early dismissal sessions designated for staff in-service 
training during the school year, or a combination of both, 
for the purpose of providing at least eighteen (18) hours of 
professional development opportunities as established in 
NJAC 6:11-13 (Mandated Continuing Education for 
Teachers) 
22:3-2 The parties agree that programs established, 
for presentation on these days will meet the requirements 
of NJAC 6:11-3 with regard to mandated profession^ 
development for teachers. 
22:3-3 The parties further agree that the programs' 
established for presentation shall be planned and 
implemented by the District Professional Development 
Committee as established in NJAC 6:11-13. 
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22:3-4 The parties agree that during the time periods 
allotted for these training sessions each instructional 
assistant will be assigned either to the program attended 
by the staff member with whom the instructional assistant 
is assigned or to other training programs designed 
specifically for instructional assistants. 
22:3-5 Programs for development of professions in 
the employment areas of secretary, security, and 
school/community program coordinators will be provided 
by the District on workdays during the in-school work 
year for staff members in said employment categories. 
Said programs will be established jointly by the District 
and the Association. 
22:3-6 The parties agree that all Sections of Article 
22:3 above shall become effective September 1, 1999. 
22:3-7 The parties agree that any modifications of 
State regulations regarding mandated continuing 
education for teachers which impacts upon the terms 
established in this Section shall result in the modification 
of said negotiated language. 
22:4 PROGRAMS 
22:4-1 Mandated Programs 
The District agrees to implement the following: 
22:4-1.1 The District agrees to pay the full 
cost of tuition and other reasonable expenses incurred in 
connection with any courses, workshops, seminars, 
conferences, in-service training sessions, or other such 
sessions which an employee is required and/or requested 
by the administration to take. The above does not include 
courses taken toward normal certification requirements. 
22:4-1.2 A leave of absence granted for any 
of the aforesaid purposes shall be without loss of salary, 
and the employees shall be granted a sum sufficient to 
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cover his/her travel expenses, plus an allotment of $25.00 
per diem. 
22:4-2 Conferences or Workshops 
22:4-2.1 Any member of the professional 
staff wishing to attend a conference or workshop held 
during an in-school workday shall submit such a request 
in writing to the State District Superintendent five days in 
advance. Such requests shall be subject to approval by the 
State District Superintendent, and should such request be 
denied, said denial shall be in writing. 
22:4-2.2 The District agrees to pay the 
reasonable expenses incurred by employees who attend 
such sessions according to 22:2.1-2 above. 
22:4-3 In-service Workshops 
In-service programs shall be conducted 
during the employees workday if employee attendance is 
required. 
22:5 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS 
22:5-1 Any aspect of an experimental program 
which would affect the terms and conditions of 
employment shall be negotiated with the Association 
before implementation. 
22:5-2 Extended School Year Program (ESYP) 
22:5-2.1 Program Status - the extended year 
program shall be considered a pilot project, approval of 
which shall terminate June 30, 2004. Expansion of the, 
program beyond the scope established in the collective' 
bargaining agreement shall be made only through, 
negotiations and agreement by the parties.. 
22:5-2.2 Scope of Program 
22:5-2.2-1 Elementary/Primary 
Schools - The Extended Year Pilot Project 
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shall be limited to not more than three 
schools on the elementary/primary level, 
with the focus of the program in grades Pre-
K through Grade 2. 
22:5-2.2-2 High School Program -
The high school Extended Year Pilot Project 
shall be limited to students who are 
considered to be juniors as • per District 
standards, with the focus of the program on 
classes in language arts skills (including 
reading and writing) and mathematics only. 
22:5-2.3 Maximum Length of Extended 
Year 
22:5-2.3-1 Elementary/Primary 
Schools - The Elementary/Primary Schools 
Extended Year Pilot Project shall not exceed 
195 days of student contact. 
22:5-2.3-2 High School 
Program - The High School Extended Year 
Pilot Project shall not exceed 190 days of 
student contact. 
22:5-2.3-3 Staff Work Year -
The District shall not hold more than two 
orientation, workshop or training sessions 
outside of the traditional program school 
year either prior to, or during, the Extended 
Year Pilot Project for staff participating in 
the project. Staff members who participate 
in the Extended School Year Pilot Project 
shall not be required to participate in more 
than two orientation, workshop or training 
sessions outside of the traditional program 
work year. 
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22:5-2.4 Selection of Facilities - The 
District shall designate only those school facilities which 
are appropriate for an extended year program. Those 
sites shall be equipped with functioning air conditioning 
units for the extended year program which may occur 
during the months of July and/or August. 
22:5-2.5 Salary - Staff members working 
in the extended year program, including school secre-
taries, security officers and instructional assistants, shall 
have their salary increased at the rate of l/200th of their 
annual salary for each day when their presence is 
required beyond 184. Paychecks for extended school 
year participants shall be provided in the same fashion as 
those working in the traditional program. 
22:5-2.6 Selection of Staff 
22:5-2.6-1 All vacancies for the 
ESYP shall be posted in accordance with the requirements 
of Article 13:7 of this Agreement. 
22:5-2.6-2 Initial applicants for the 
ESYP shall be limited to staff who currently work at the 
pilot sites. ESYP positions shall only be filled from 
outside the pilot sites if insufficient numbers of staff from 
the site apply. 
22:5-2.6-3 If the number of 
volunteers for the ESYP is insufficient to staff the 
program, the District maintains the right of assignment 
and only under those circumstances will the 
administration assign non-volunteers to take the 
assignments. 
22:5-2.6-4 Those staff members who 
currently work in the pilot school and who do not wish to 
participate in the ESYP will be assigned to traditional 
program classes within the school or transferred to another 
school based upon known openings as of June 15 of the 
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calendar year in which the transfer will occur. Requests 
for such transfers shall be submitted to the State District 
Superintendent of Schools, or his designee, within sixty 
(60) calendar days of the designation of the school as an 
ESYP facility or May 1, whichever is later. 
22:5-2.7Sick/Personnel Leave Days 
Staff members participating in the ESYP 
shall be granted one (1) additional day which may be used 
as either a sick or personal day at the employee's 
discretion in addition to those provided to staff members 
under the terms of Article 18:1 of the current Agreement. 
22:5-2.8 Program Evaluation 
A Joint Committee, composed of an equal 
number of administrators (who shall be appointed by the 
State District Superintendent) and teachers (who shall be 
appointed by the Association), shall be established to 
review and analyze the implementation and effectiveness 
of the Extended School Year Pilot Project and make 
recommendations to the parties as needed. Total 
membership on this Committee shall not exceed eight (8) 
members. Said Committee shall be called into session not 
later than April 15,2004. 
22:5-3 Superintendent's Educational Grant 
Program 
22:5-3.1 Purpose 
The parties acknowledge the desire of the 
State District Superintendent of Schools to attract teachers 
in the elementary and primary schools to participate in 
certification programs designated by the Superintendent, 
which are provided at accredited state colleges or 
universities for the purpose of completing certification 
and providing instruction in said identified areas for the 
purpose of bringing even greater proficiency in subject 
areas to the staff assigned to the elementary/primary 
schools. 
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22:5-3.2 Procedure 
To this end, the parties agree to permit the 
State District Superintendent of Schools to establish a 
Superintendent's Educational Grant program as follows: 
1) Not later than June 1 of each school year, 
the State District Superintendent of Schools shall identify 
at-risk area(s) in which he believes the instruction of 
elementary staff members would benefit from 
participation in a certification program. There shall be no 
limit placed on the number of areas of certification that 
may identified by the State District Superintendent of 
Schools 
2) The State District Superintendent shall 
cause said information to be distributed to all staff 
members prior to the end of the preceding school year. 
3) Building administrators will be required 
to circulate said notification, and staff members will be 
required to sign such circular in order to ensure that all 
have seen same. 
4) Signed notices shall be forwarded to the 
State District Superintendent's office within five (5) work 
days of distribution to the schools. 
5) Once designated as an at-risk area, the 
designation may not be removed or withdrawn by the 
State District Superintendent of Schools or the school 
district for a period of at least one school year. 
6) The State District Superintendent of 
Schools may withdraw designation a subject area and/or 
may designate another area of concern following the 
procedure established above. 
7) Reimbursement of tuition fees as 
established in Article 22:6 of this Agreement for courses 
taken in conjunction with this program shall not be made 
from funds budgeted to meet the District's obligations 
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established in Article 22:6-8 of this Agreement, and shall 
not be counted toward the amount of money to be 
expended under that provision of the Agreement. 
8) No part of this section of the 
Superintendent's Grant Program shall be subject to the 
grievance procedure. 
22:5-3.3 Participation 
Staff members who seek certification based 
upon the State District Superintendent of Schools 
notification shall advise the State District Superintendent 
of Schools in writing of their decision within twenty (20) 
calendar days. The District shall establish a triplicate form 
for said notification, one copy of which shall be forwarded 
to the State District Superintendent of Schools, the second 
shall be forwarded to the Office of Staff Development, 
and the third copy shall be retained by the staff member. 
22:5-3.4 Assignment 
1) Staff members who hold New Jersey 
standard teaching certification in elementary education 
and the designated at-risk area may be assigned to teach in 
the designated at-risk area on a voluntary basis subject to 
availability of position and the decision of the State 
District Superintendent. Said decision shall not be subject 
to the grievance procedure. 
2) The State District Superintendent of 
Schools agrees that staff members who respond to his 
Grant Program announcements may be voluntarily 
transferred to a high school assignment upon receipt of the 
subject area certification. 
3) Staff members who receive certification 
in a designated area may request a transfer to an 
appropriate position in the high school, but upon receiving 
such assignment, shall give up the Grant honorarium. 
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4) Staff members who volunteer to teach in 
the designated at-risk area shall be provided with a 
Superintendent's Educational Grant Program honorarium 
of $2,500 annually for each year in which they teach in the 
designated area. Said honorarium shall be paid by separate 
check not later than the last day of school in June. 
5) Should the State District Superintendent 
of Schools withdraw designation of an at-risk area prior to 
the completion of the program by the staff member who 
has provided notification of intent to pursue certification 
in a designated at-risk subject area to the Office of the 
State District Superintendent of Schools, said staff 
member shall receive a one-year grant in the sum of 
$2,500. 
6) Staff members who wish to be transferred 
from the designated at-risk area of instruction may file 
such a request for transfer in the same manner as other 
transfer requests. However, once removed from the 
designated at-risk instructional area, the staff member will 
no longer be eligible to receive the Grant honorarium, 
unless the staff member chooses to request, and is granted, 
a transfer to either the designated at-risk area or another 
designated at-risk area for which s/he is certified. 
22:6-1.2 In addition, courses related to 
education in areas designated by the State District 
Superintendent of Schools will be compensated at the 
approved State College rate for all tuition charges and 
other mandatory fees assessed by the college or university. 
22:6-1.3 Reimbursement for courses taken 
at an accredited college or university other than a New 
Jersey state college or university shall be reimbursed at 
the tuition rate established by William Paterson University 
for New Jersey residents. 
22:6-2 Course Eligibility 
In order to be eligible for tuition 
reimbursement for such approved courses, the course 
must be in the field of education or the teacher's 
certification, or a course to obtain additional certification, 
unless it is part of a degree program, or unless this 
provision is waived by the State District Superintendent. 
Additionally, the course must be taken at an accredited 
college or university. 
22:6-3 Intent 
22:6 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 
22:6-1 General Guidelines 
22:6-1.1 A teacher under contract to the 
Paterson School District who earns additional semester 
credits in courses related to education which are approved, 
by the State District Superintendent will be reimbursed for 
tuition up to the approved State College rate for no more 
than three courses per contract year which may be pro-
rated based upon the percentage of time that the teacher 
spends in the Paterson school system in any one fiscal 
year as established in the guidelines of 22:6-6 below. The 
last day of the semester or term shall determine in which 
fiscal year the tuition would qualify for reimbursement. 
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The intent of this provision is to reimburse tuition 
costs for graduate courses in the areas cited above except 
that undergraduate courses taken within the area of a 
teacher's certification, to obtain an additional certification 
or in the area of an educational degree program may be 
taken, and the graduate course requirement shall be 
waived, by authorization and approval of the State District 
Superintendent of Schools. 
22:6-4 Grade Requirement 
22:6-4.1 A "B" average must be maintained 
in each course in order for the course to be reimbursable. 
22:6-4.2 In the case of a degree program, 
the individual college's requirement for passing shall 
govern and if the teacher passes and receives credit from 
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the college, the costs of tuition, subject to the above 
limitations, shall be reimbursable. 
22:6-5 Payment Schedule 
For courses taken, reimbursement shall be within 
sixty (60) days of receipt of transcript and summer courses 
will be reimbursed in September provided the teacher 
returns to the District. 
22:6-6 Procedural Guidelines 
Procedural guidelines for the submission of 
reimbursement claims shall be established mutually by the 
State District Superintendent or designee and the 
Association. Said guidelines review will begin upon 
ratification of this Agreement. 
22:6-7.1 Limitations 
Courses taken for initial certification or 
degree will not be eligible for reimbursement under the 
guidelines established herein. 
22:6-7.2 Courses taken as part of the 
Superintendent's Grant Program shall be reimbursed as 
per the provisions of this Article. However, costs for said 
courses shall not be taken from monies made available 
under Article 22:6-8 below. 
22:6-7.3 Courses taken as a result of, 
administrative circulars/postings or other such 
solicitations by the District's administrative staff shall be" 
reimbursed as per the provisions of this Article. However, 
costs for said courses shall not be taken from monies made 
available under Article 22:6-8 below. 
22:6-8 District Expenditure Liability 
The parties agree that the amount of money 
expended by the District for tuition reimbursement under 
the provisions of this Article during the 2000-2001 school 
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year shall not exceed $470,134. Further, the parties agree 
that thereafter, should the State College tuition rate be 
increased or decreased, the amount of money to be 
expended by the District shall be increased or decreased 
by the same percentage. 
22:6-9 Instructional Assistants (I-V) 
22:6-9.1 The District and the Association 
agree to explore avenues of obtaining funds from sources 
outside the District to be used to provide a tuition 
reimbursement program for Instructional Assistants (I-V). 
Efforts will be made to check state and federal resources, 
endowment funds, state and national associations, and 
other appropriate agencies to obtain funds to assist 
Instructional Assistants (I-V) to be employed as teachers 
in the District subject to funding. 
22:6-9.2 Regardless of whether the District 
obtains outside sources of funding, the District agrees to 
provide tuition reimbursement for Instructional Assistants 
(I-V), for a maximum of two (2) courses taken per year at 
two or four-year colleges at the county college (2 year) or 
state college (4 year) rate upon approval by the 
Instructional Assistant's building principal for courses 
relevant to such Instructional Assistant's assignment. 
22:6-10 Secretarial Training 
The District agrees to offer a module of five 
courses related to skills needed for secretarial employees. 
Each course shall consist of two hours of instruction and 
shall be conducted after the workday at a Paterson school 
district site or other site convenient to Paterson. Any 
secretarial employee who successfully completes the entire 
module of courses consisting of ten (10) hours of 
instruction shall receive a one-time stipend of $200.00 
which shall be non-cumulative and which shall not be 
considered part of the secretarial employee's salary. The 
five-course module shall be offered commencing in the 
1995-96 year and for each succeeding year of this contract. 
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22:7 PEER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM commendations of peer assistance providers may be 
: placed in the personnel file of assistance providers so long 
22:7-1 Establishment Provision
 a s n o reference is made to the recipient of the assistance. 
In order to provide staff members with assistance in 22:7-5 Compensation 
improving their performance, a Peer Assistance Program 
will be established within the district under the auspices of No mandatory additional time requirements 
the Instructional Council or other collaborative committee may be placed upon participants in the Peer Assistance 
having equal representation of the district management program with the exception of in-service training for 
and the Association. assistance providers who shall be compensated at the 
contractual rate as established in Article 12 of this 
22:7-2 Areas of Assistance agreement, should such training take place after the close 
Areas of instructional pedagogy in the Peer of the regular workday. 
Assistance Program may include long range concerns 22:7-6 Volunteer Solicitation 
(such as student discipline techniques) or short-term 
curricular areas. Peer assistance provider volunteers may be 
solicited from the staff of a building by the administrator. 
22:7-3 Participation Guidelines o m e r staff m e r nbers who wish to provide assistance may 
The Peer Assistant Program shall be a voluntary i n d i c a t e s u c h d e s i r e t o t h e building administrator. 
program for both providers and recipients of assistance. 22:7 MENTOR TEACHER PROGRAM 
22:7-3.1 Participation of staff members as
 R E A a n d t h e D i s t r i c t s h a r e a n interest in 
recipients under the Peer Assistance Program may be
 a t t r a c t i n g a n d keeping excellent teachers, providing 
suggested but not mandated by building administrators
 s u p p o r t t 0 a l l p r o v i s i o n a i s t a f f i n o r d e r t 0 enhance their 
based upon annual performance evaluations. professional development and improve their teaching 
22:7-3.2 Staff members may voluntarily ski l ls- T h e P a r t i e s a l s 0 w i s h t 0 i d e n t i f y a n d u t i l i z e t h e 
request assistance based upon evaluations or observations t a l e n t s a n d experience of outstandmg teachers who would 
by administration or through voluntary self evaluation. apP^ and> l f selected, serve as Mentor Teachers within 
22:7-4 Relationship to Evaluation Procedure 
each school in the District. 
22:7-1 Mentor Teacher Designation 
The peer assistance activity shall proceed 
parallel to and independent of the normal supervisory and 22:7-1.1 To be eligible to be considered for 
evaluation process. Peer assistance providers will not be M e n t o r T e a c h e r designation, teachers must meet the 
permitted, either in person, in written form or through qualifications listed below and submit an application. The 
hearsay, to participate in any disciplinary or evaluative r e v i e w a n d obsignation process will be conducted by a 
procedure. Further, no documentation of receipt
 0f Mentor Teacher Committee composed of an equal number 
assistance through the Peer Assistance Program shall be °f District and P.E.A. members. 
placed in any personnel record. However, 
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all , > , t an schools a list of the Mentor Teachers who have 
22:7-1.2 The exact number of Mentor
 t s a n d t h o s e w h o mt available. 
teachers designated for each school will depend on thej 8 
S e n e e d s number of provisional staff, etc. at eacfai 22:7-3.3Program Evaluation 
school. However, no Mentor Teacher shall be res^ponsib^ ^ Committee will review and 
for more than eight (8) provisionals nii a n y ^ e n f ^
 a n n u a l ly the implementation and effectiveness of 
Mentor Teachers who * - « ^ J g ^ ^ l heMentor Program and make recommendations to the 
and who mentor at more than one school ^ ^ ^ 
more than four (4) provisional teachers. , P 
, „ , I 22:7-4 Qualifications of Mentor Teachers 
22:7-2 Mentor Teacher Roles | 
, J A-
 n ™ the needs in hisl 22:7-4.1 To be eligible for the position of 
or her scnooi 
mentor provisional teachers and assist in identifying and 
facilitating building training opportunities for provisional 
staff. 
22:7-3 Mentor Teacher Program Committee 
22:7-3.1 Composition l| 
The Committee shall be composed ofj 
an equal number of administrators and teachers, but total) 
membership will not exceed eight. The RE.A. will select) 
teacher members; the District, administrative members,; 
effective Spring, 1992. 
2:7-3.2 Responsibilities 
Must be tenured in the Paterson School 
District. 
• Must have taught at least five years. 
• Must have had three consecutive "out-
standing" evaluations based upon the 
standard district staff evaluation form 
prior to applying for this position. 
• Must secure four (4) letters of recom-
mendation from those who are familiar 
with their work. If possible, at least one 
of the letters should be from an admin-
istrator who has supervised that person. 
22:7-4.2 To insure that those being 
Imentored are open to learning and will feel free to 
The Committee, in conjunction wiu|acknowledge weaknesses and ask for help, Mentor 
the District Personnel Office will develop and post a jolj^achers shall not be a part of the evaluation process. 
description for Mentor Teacher. The posting will ^ J 22:7-4.3 Mentor Teachers will be evaluated 
qualifications, application processs an Districtlannually by the District based on objectives previously 
notice shall be sent to all teachers n he P a t r o n D» ^ J ^
 M e n t o r P r o g r a m C o m m i t t e , T h e s e 
Upon review of the apphcations the Mem
 h a o b j e c t i v e s s h a l l b e d i s c u s s e d w i t h t h e Mentor Teacher 
school has no school-based Mentor Teacher, a scnooi n m 22:7-4.4 Mentor Teachers shall be 
request a Mentor Teacher from a school that n a l
 i n t e d for a o n e ( 1 ) y e a r term which shall be 
unassigned or under utilized Mentor Teachers.: "JUewable for up to three (3) years. It is conceivable that 
Mentor Program Committee will compile and distribute t^  
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i '^ 'Vl 1 Purpose 
'fi^^t^^^^^ ^ An' instructional Council shall be established and 
° , t " r toworkwith the first year of any subsequent
 n Q M e r t h a n October 15. The purpose of the 
n w h i l m e y have been designated a Mentor g j ^ ^
 b e t 0 s t r e n g t h e n t h e educational program 
year m which they h
 w h e n t h e y have f ^ h r e c o m m e ndations, research implementatron and 
22:7-5 Teaching Load
 o n s u c h m a t t e r s a s curriculum improvements, teaching 
^ u „;ii need time to consult, observe,
 t e chniques, instructional organizational patterns, 
M e n t a T i ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ t e a c h e i s l l i e y . 1'erimentation, extra curricular programs, m-service 
d i a g i w s e . i t o a i i c ^ ^ ^ ^ P J ^ ^ ^ , ^ - ^
 a n d g t a f f development, pupil testing and 
mentor. They will a l s o ^ ^ ^ . ^ r a J
 a n d e d u c a t i o n a l g o a i s 0f the 
Mentor Teachers a n J / h f n r M ^ h e ^ s ° i t h instructional e I t r i c t employee requirement, research, educational 
For these r e a s o n s ^ ^ ^ ^ S m o t e than eight J S c a t i o J s for buildings, and other related matters 
S S S S S S e r f n addition to their preparation ^
 t h e effective operation of the District. 
pe r i l s , Mentor Teachers shaU have at - s t two 2^ , ^
 M e m b e r s h i p 
P-^.^Sr t C a C h e r ' The Council shall consist of five (5) 
instructional duties. r epresentatives appointed by the State Dismct 
22:7-6 Compensation Superintendent and five (5) representatives appointed by 
A Mentor Teacher shall received a stipend of $550
 t h e Association. 
per provisional staff member mentored. '
 2 3 < 1 3 C o m m i t t e e s 
The Council shall recommend to the State District 
Sunerintendent for appointment of subcommittees or ad 
A R T S ? COUNCIL ' K S S s for Specific projects to allow for those 
INSTRUCTIONAL COUNCIL , ww ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
 fey ^ ^ r e c o m m e ndations to 
23-1 STATEMENT OF AUTHORIZATION have an opportunity to be involved. 
The District and the Association agree to organize a*
 2 3 : 1 . 4 individual Initiative for Suggestions 
Instructional Council for the purpose J ^ f ^ f J
 T h e Council shall encourage the initiation of ideas 
e d n c a t i o n p o g r m a s a i e w t t o f t o e f f l ^ o ^ ^
 § for b y i n d i v i d u a l employees. 
and the Association. The " J T ^ j S j ^ of departments, grade levels, Association committees 
procedure shall be formulated t h r o u g h ^ t h ^ e t t ^ ^ ^
 D i s t r i c t members, students, parents, or 
the State District Supenntendent of Schools ,
 o t h e r interested parties. 
Association. 
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23:1-5 Additional Members 
Nothing in this Article shall be interpreted to prevent 
the Council from consulting or appointing to its 
committees such additional employees, administrators, 
professional advisors, students, parents, or other persons 
as the original members herein designated shall determine 
are desirable and appropriate for said purposes. 
^ i . + *• —-
established by the CounHi m,,, • i ^ 
as majority views ™ y i n d u d e m i n o r i t y as well 
23:3 BUDGET 
23:1-6 Rules of Procedure 
The District agrees to provide in its budget, the sum 
of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of 
assisting said Council in implementing the responsibilities 
imposed upon the Council. All requests for funds shall be 
processed through the District in accordance with the 
procedures established by the District for approval of 
project expenditures. One member of the Council shall 
be selected by the Council to maintain financial records 
which shall be available for inspection and submitted to 
the District on an annual basis. 
The Council shall establish its own rules of 
procedure and shall provide for a rotating chairman who 
shall be responsible for the arrangement and conduct of 
meetings. 
23:1-7 Meetings
 2 3 4 C L E R I C A L A S S I S T A N C E 
The Council shall meet at least once each month that » . 
school is in session. Special meetings may be called 
during such time as school is not in session at the call of a 
majority of the members of the Council. 
23:1-8 Information 
The Council and its sub-committees shall be 
provided with the same access to available school district 
information as provided to the Association as specified in 
Article 5:1 of this Agreement. 
Adequate secretarial and clerical assistance shall be 
provided for the Council by the District. 
23:5 RELEASED TIME 
23:2 REPORTS 
23:2-1 District and Association Action 
the membefs of fte c o u n d l ITl™™ i f a maJ°rity of 
be held during the school T i^rfCh m e e t i n g m™ 
released time, ! t I , S 0 p t y f o * e a ^ Sha11 * * * 
however, there shall n S Z PY . y C o u n c i I member, 
held during school "me * ^ ^ t h r e e (3) meetings' 
The District and the Association shall consider and 
study all written recommendations submitted by the 
Council for action. If the District or the Association refuses 
to adopt any such recommendations, it shall state the 
specific reasons for such refusal to the Council in writing. 24: 
23:2-2 Minority Reports 
Spor ts of the Council or any sub-committee of 
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ARTICLE 24 
SITE BASED MANAGEMENT/SHARED 
DECISION MAKING 
1 GOVERNING PHILOSOPHY 
The parties agree that achieving the overall objective 
improved student achievement can best be 
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accomplished in an environment that allows decisions 
about education programs and the resources needed to 
implement them to be made wherever possible by the 
individual staff members and administrators who will 
directly carry them out. Therefore, the parties agree that 
the District should commit itself to fostering processes 
that encourage shared decision-making at the school sites. 
This conclusion is based on the parties' agreement that 
they share strong interests in: 
• Ensuring that every school in the District is 
operated so as to maximize its effectiveness 
(increasing quality of student achievements) and its 
efficiency (value realized from the use of District 
resources). 
• Ensuring that the decision-making process at each 
school and throughout the district gives appropriate 
weight to the interests and perspectives of all 
parties, as a means of improving both the quality of 
decisions and the probability of their successful 
implementation. 
• Ensuring that transition to Site-Based Decision-
Making is preceded by effective communication 
and coordination of plans and expectations among 
all parties involved. 
• Ensuring that there is general acceptance by staff 
members and administrators at any school entering 
into a Site-Based Management/Shared Decision-
Making program. Individual staff members and 
administrators who prefer not to participate in the 
program will be offered transfers whenever 
possible, without prejudice to sites where the 
program is not yet underway. 
It is important to note that improving student 
achievement is in the interest of both parties. Therefore, a 
school that is producing satisfactory student achievement 
need not change to Site-Based Management/Shared 
Decision-Making if its staff and administrators prefer not 
to participate. 
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24:2 SITE-BASED MANAGEMENT/SHARED 
DECISION-MAKING DEFINED 
Site-Based Management/Shared Decision-Making 
(SBM/SDM) programs are joint planning and problem 
solving processes that seek to improve the quality of 
working life and education through collaborative efforts 
of administrators and staff at the work site sharing 
authority to make decisions. Said programs also reflect 
the commitment of the District to provide funding for 
those decisions. 
24:3 ASSOCIATION - DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
24:3-1 Steering Committee 
A joint Association /District Steering Committee, 
consisting of eleven (11) people — five (5) chosen by the 
District — five (5) chosen by P.E.A. and the eleventh 
chosen jointly from the Paterson community, will be 
established. Should the Committee decide to increase its 
number, an equal number of members representing the 
Association and the District shall be added as appointed 
by the respective parties. 
24:3-2 Contract Interpretation Question 
Referral 
The Steering Committee should refer questions of 
contract interpretation to both the P.E.A. President and the 
District Counsel. 
24:3-3 Committee Responsibilities 
24:3-3.1 The joint Association/District 
Steering Committee shall develop a model of what 'site-
based management /shared decision making' is for the 
District, working within the framework of this 
employment contract. 
24:3-3.2 To set an example of the District-
wide approach to site-based management/shared decision-
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making, this committee will: 
• develop a demonstration project as an 
illustrative example to guide individual 
sites. 
• invite and encourage staff and 
administrators at the sites to develop 
and submit proposals to the 
Committee. 
• develop criteria for the evaluation of 
plans submitted by the sites. 
• evaluate plans submitted and select 
school sites whose plans meet the 
established criteria. 
• conduct meetings with staff of the 
selected sites. 
• plan training for staff at selected sites. 
• define appropriate criteria 
measurement mechanisms and review 
processes for evaluating the program. 
• ensure the pilot programs are 
appropriately evaluated before 
expanding participation to other sites. 
• share information. 
• remain as the district-level group 
responsible to receive program 
proposals. 
• charge other committees and/or 
individuals with specific 
responsibilities for SBM/SDM 
projects. 
• identify persons to be utilized as 
facilitators to resolve conflict as 
needed. 
24:3-4 Sub Committee 
This committee may charge other 
committees and individuals with specific responsibilities 
for this 'demonstration project' as it deems appropriate. 
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24:3-5 SBM/SDM Model Guidelines 
The District-wide model for Site-Based 
Management/Shared Decision-Making developed by this 
committee will: 
24:3-5.1 Be unequivocally clear that the 
primary objectives of any Site-Based Management/Shared 
Decision-Making program must be to improve student 
achievement at the school and to improve the quality of 
work life for students, staff, and administrators at the site. 
24:3-5.2 Explicitly identify those categories 
of decisions which must be made on the District level, as 
defined by District policy and this employment contract, 
and those that can be made collaboratively by the parties 
at each site. 
24:3-5.3 Define the standards and process by 
which the success of a specific school's Site-Based 
Management/Shared Decision-Making program will be 
measured. 
24:3-5.4 Make clear that the District's 
commitment to the concept that people trying new, 
innovative ideas are considered 'free to fail and to learn 
from their failure in pursuit of success'. 
24:3-5.5 Enable each school team to 
develop specific, comprehensive plans for their site 
program by ensuring that the District staff provides 
appropriate information about the amounts of money, 
staffing, and other resources that will be available. 
24:3-5.6 When the 'pilot phase' of this 
program is completed, this committee will remain as the 
District-level group responsible to receive program 
proposals from the schools and either approve them or 
send them back to the schools for further work. Ideas 
underlying the expected process for schools to submit 
program proposals for this committee's approval are 
described in Appendix A of this document. 
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24:3-6 Project Submission Guidelines 24:3-7 Training Requirements 
The Steering Committee will invite and The Steering Committee will ensure 
tt.7S.tSE? C C m e l s h S DJiSio»: i be join.ly planned b, •»« Disnic, and «he P.E.A. 
Making model. 24:3-8 Evaluation of Programs 
24:3-6.1 The Steering Committee will
 T h e S t e e r i n g Committee will (1) define the 
evaluate these plans and may select one or m o r e . s c h o o l | p r 0 p r i a t e criteria measurement mechanisms, and review 
for inclusion in the process. The critena for selecting s u c l
 e s s e s for e v a i u a t m g Site-Based Management/Shared 
schools will include the readiness for and commitment t o i j ^ , ^
 M a k i n g p r o g r a m s and (2) ensure that the pilot 
the process of its administrators and staff. |program(s) are appropriately evaluated before expanding 
24:3-6.2 Schedules for implementation oil participation in the program. 
the programs may vary: changes that have little direct!
 2 4 . 3_ 9 W a i v e r procedure 
impact on education programs, such as site governance, 
may be implemented upon approval of the Steering 24:3-9.1 SBM/SDM proposals which 
Committee. Changes in education programs may begin at|reqUire waivers of District policy, contract, law, or 
that same time, if the school team demonstrates its|regUiation may be submitted to the Steering Committee 
readiness, or they may be developed further during thatjfor consideration. The need for a waiver may be identified 
school year and implemented upon approval of the|by e;ther the site team or the Steering Committee, and 
Steering Committee. Ishould be discussed as part of the overall consideration of 
,-, •„ •iJthe proposal. 
24:3-6.3 The Steering Committee will ^ 
conduct one or more meetings with the management and 24:3-9.2 Waiver requests that involve 
staff of each pilot project school and the appropriate District policy or contractual agreements will be referred 
P.E.A. representative(s) to ensure that they share commonL 
expectations about: 
• Objectives of the program 
• Any categories of decisions not to bel 
included in the program. j 
• Individual and group roles in the 
process within the school. 
• Communication processes, proce] 
dures, and timetables among those 
within the school and among the] 
school, the District staff. 
P.E.A. 
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„ the affected local parties (e.g. the State District 
Superintendent, the bargaining unit, etc.) for consideration 
and response. The Steering Committee will record all 
([responses to requests for waivers in its minutes. If a 
waiver is approved, the Steering Committee shall proceed 
[with its review of the proposal. Should the waiver be 
rejected, the proposal will be returned to the site team for 
(reconsideration. 
,_,!,£ „„ 24:3-9.3 Waiver requests which 
and the involve State law or regulation shall be considered and 
reviewed by the Steering Committee. Where the Steering 
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Committee agrees with the need for such waiver, both the Staff members who have had no more than three (3) 
Steering Committee and the site team will jointly seek jays deducted from their accumulated sick days will be 
approval. eligible to participate in the Staff Attendance Incentive 
24:4 PILOT SCHOOL PROGRAM/PATERSON p l a n 
INNOVATIVE ACADEMY 24:5-2 Perfect Attendance Bonus 
24:4-1 The parties agree to utilize the provisions of 
this Article and related appendices A and B of this 
Agreement for the purpose of reviewing proposals related 
to a 'Pilot School Program' for the District, the intent o| 
which shall be to provide models of educational 
excellence that will enhance instruction and fostei 
educational reform. 
24:4-2 The parties agree the Site-Based 
Management/Shared Decision-Making process and 
language as contained in this Agreement is a commitmeij 
by the parties to collaborative efforts in the areas 
mentioned in this Article. However, due to the nature o! 
this Paterson Innovative Academy project, both in terms 
of its goals and the legal ramifications of the project, the 
parties agree that the final determinations regarding 
Steering Committee recommendations shall remain withife 
the exclusive purview of the State District Superintendei| 
of Schools. 
24:5 STAFF ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE PLAN 
24:5-1 Guidelines 
Productivity and student achievement are enhance* 
by the consistent presence of teachers and support staff it' 
the schools. At the end of each school year all staff memj 
bers who have completed three years of active service anfi 
whose attendance has equaled or exceeded 96.5% for tk 
school year are eligible and may choose to receive reim-
bursement for a minimum of five (5) unused sick days i)[ 
to a maximum of ten (10) unused sick days at the follow-
ing rates: 
Teachers $ 125 per day 
Others $ 60 per day 
24:5-2.1 Ten Month Employees 
Ten month employees (teachers, 
instructional assistants, SCPC's, etc.) who- have zero 
absences deducted from accumulated sick days during the 
period from September 1 through January 31 and/or the 
period from February 1 through June 30 shall be entitled 
to a payment of $250 for either or both period(s) in which 
no absences were deducted. 
24:5-2.2 Twelve Month Employees 
Twelve month employees (secretarial staff, 
security officers, SCPC's, attendance officers, etc.) who 
have zero absences deducted from accumulated sick days 
during the period from July 1 through December 31 and/or 
the period from January 1 through June 30 shall be 
entitled to a payment of $250 for either or both period(s) 
in which no absences were deducted. 
24:5-2.3 Attendance 
Eligibility 
Incentive Plan 
Staff members who receive bonus payments 
as outlined above shall also be entitled to participate in the 
Attendance Incentive Plan as previously outlined in this 
Article. 
24:5-3 Association Representation on Staff 
Attendance Committee 
Effective September 1, 1992, the District 
Staff Attendance Committee shall be opened to include 
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two representatives of the Association for the purpose of 
developing guidelines for the implementation of the Staff 
Attendance Incentive program. 
24:5-4 Payment 
Monies from such transactions shall be paid 
to the employees by the District by separate check not 
later than thirty (30) calendar days following the close of 
the attendance period. 
ARTICLE 25 
PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES, STUDENTS 
AND PROPERTY 
25:1 UNSAFE AND HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS 
Employees shall not be required to work under 
unsafe or hazardous conditions or to perform tasks which 
endanger their health, safety, or well-being. 
25:2 PROCEDURES FOR HAZARDOUS 
CONDITIONS 
In the event of any disorder or disruption in the 
regular school program, the Association shall have the 
right to meet with the District immediately to develop 
mutually acceptable programs to guarantee the safety of 
students, employees and property. 
25:3 REASONABLE FORCE 
25:3-1 Statutory Authorization 
I Ml 
purpose of self-defense; and for the protection of persons 
or property. 
25:3-2 Applicability to Support Staff 
It is agreed that Section 24:3-1 above shall be 
applicable to Instructional Assistant (I-V) staff acting in 
the absence of, or in conjunction with, certificated 
personnel. 
25:4 ASSAULT 
25:4-1 Legal Assistance 
The District shall give full support including legal 
and other assistance for any assault upon the employee 
while acting in the discharge of his/her duties, as provided 
in the statute. 
25:4-2 Leave 
When absence arises out of or from such assault or 
injury, the employee shall be entitled to full salary and 
. other benefits for the period of such absence but shall not 
forfeit any sick leave or personal leave. 
25:4-3 Worker's Compensation 
Benefits derived under this or subsequent 
Agreements shall continue beyond the period of any 
Worker's Compensation until the complete recovery of 
any employee when absence arises out of or from assault 
or injury. 
25:5 REPORTING ASSAULTS 
25:5-1 Principal or Immediate Supervisor 
FinpliA
 t«, •shall iniinidi iUl\ ii.pml,. K M I [ I-A uih 
it l t l | l i t \ M i l l i l i d h \ lhv.111 in i n i l l i i i l M i l v i l l i lllv.ll 
lliplv>\ lllv.nl In l l u i l p i l l K i p i l ill olllv.1 l l l l l lKl l l Ik 
UIKIloi 
I M 
25:5-2 State District Superintendent of Schools 
Such notification shall be immediately forwarded to 
the immediate Supervisor and School District Counsel 
who shall comply with reasonable requests from the 
employee for information in the possession of the State 
District Superintendent relating to the incident or the 
persons involved, and shall act in appropriate ways as 
liaison between the employees, the police, and the courts. 
25:6 REPORTING INJURIES 
25:6-1 Responsibility 
In the event of injuries sustained by any employee in 
the course of his/her employment, it is the responsibility 
of the principal to report the same to the District. The 
report shall be made out in quadruplicate; one copy sent to 
the State District Superintendent, one to the Counsel, the 
third copy retained by the principal, and the fourth copy to 
be retained by the injured party. 
25:6-2 Forms 
Forms containing the information required shall be 
furnished to the schools. 
25:6-3 Physician 
Injured employees are required to retain a physician 
from the list furnished by the District's Worker's 
Compensation carrier in order to avoid personal liability 
for payment of doctor's bills. 
25:6-4 Extreme Cases 
In extreme cases the principal shall notify the 
Counsel by telephone immediately and prior to filing the 
formal report. 
25:7 VANDALISM /PERSONAL 
LOSS PROTECTION 
The parties agree to establish a four member joint 
study committee, two members to be appointed by the 
Association and two members to be appointed by the 
District, to explore options which may be available to the 
parties in order to address staff concerns regarding 
vandalism/personal loss protection. 
25:8 NURSES 
A school nurse shall be scheduled to be in each 
building. 
25:9 SECURITY OFFICERS 
The parties agree that security officers are desirable 
in appropriate circumstances to avoid situations which 
endanger the health, safety, or well-being of the teaching 
staff. 
ARTICLE 26 
INSURANCE PROTECTION 
26:1 FULL HEALTH-CARE COVERAGE 
26:1-1 Provisions of Coverage 
Provisions of the health-care insurance 
program shall be detailed in master policies and contracts 
agreed upon by the District and the Association and shall 
include: 
26:1-1.1 Hospital room and board and 
miscellaneous costs. 
26:1-1.2 Out-patient benefits. 
26:1-1.3 Laboratory fees, diagnostic 
expenses, and therapy treatments. 
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ARTICLE 26 
INSURANCE PROTECTION 
* ! F11J.HI VLTH-CARE COVERAGE 
26:1-1 ''"Visions of Coverage 
• M - J ; I f f ° f t h e health-care insurance 
H E ; ! *, K * « pA°iides -d c°ntacts 
^ ^ i- uistnct and the Association and shall 
leous"',',' s.'1 H o s P i t a l room and board and 
1
-2 Out-patient benefits. 
^'' ' 'PytretteS0^. fe6S' ^ ^ 
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26:1-1.4 Maternity costs. 
26:1-1.5 Surgical costs. 
26:1-1.6 Major-medical coverage 
26:1 -1.7 Emergency room coverage 
26:1-2 Carrier 
Not withstanding any past practice to the contrary,. 
effective July 1, 1992, the health insurance carrier shall be 
the New Jersey State Public and School Employees Health 
Benefits Plan. The District may change the carrier(s) only 
if all of the following procedures are complied with: 
26:1-2.1 Any proposed new carrier or plan 
must offer benefits equal to or better than those provided 
by the New Jersey State Public and School Employees' 
Health Benefits Plan. 
26:1-2.2 The District shall provide the 
Association with the proposed master policy, which the 
Association may review and analyze for a period of at 
least sixty (60) days. 
26:1-2.3 In any dispute over the award of 
benefits which arises between an employee and the New 
Jersey State Health Benefits Plan, the district agrees to 
support the employee with appropriate documentation and 
information to assist with the claim and/or appeal process 
26:1-2.4 Management shall provide all 
documentation, including but not limited to the 
explanation of benefits booklet, individual and group 
identification numbers, claim forms, individual 
prescription and medical identification cards, to all staff 
members not less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
implementation of any medical benefits program. 
26:1-2.5 Identification cards shall be! 
distributed to all staff members no later than two (2), 
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weeks prior to the beginning of any new benefit contract 
year. 
26:1-2.6 The parties agree that Sections 
29:1-2.3, 29:1-2.4 and 29:1-2.5 of the 1988-91 
Agreement, along with the total emergency room 
coverage provided in 29:1-1.7 will remain in effect if the 
District is covered by an insurance carrier other than the 
New Jersey State Health Benefits Plan. 
26:1-3 Complete Annual Coverage 
For each employee who remains in the employ of 
the District for the full school year, the District shall make 
payment of insurance premiums to provide insurance 
coverage for the full twelve (12) month period 
commencing July 1st and ending June 30. When 
necessary, payment of premiums in behalf of the 
employee shall be made retroactively or prospectively to 
assure uninterrupted participation and coverage. 
26:1-4 Master Agreement Provisions 
The District agrees to establish a contract with the 
program administrator/carrier which shall provide for: 
26:1-4.1 Notification by the program 
administrator/carrier to the employee of receipt of the 
employee's claims within five (5) business days. 
26:1-4.2 School visitations by the 
representatives of the program administrator/ carrier to 
discuss and assist in claim filing, and provide information 
concerning the insurance program. Said visitations will 
be made in each school in the district when necessary or 
as requested while school is in session. 
26:1-5 Retired Coverage 
To the extent permitted by law, the District shall provide 
for continuance of health-care insurance after retirement 
on the terms detailed in the master policies and contracts 
agreed upon by the District and the Association. 
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26:2 DENTAL COVERAGE 
26:2-1 Provisions of Coverage 
The district shall provide full family coverage as 
follows. The following coverage is based upon the usual 
customary and reasonable fee concept. 
26:2-1.1 Co-payment 
- Preventive and diagnostic - 80/100 
(Incentive) 
- Remaining basic services - 60/100, 
(Incentive) 
- Crowns, inlays and gold restorations -
50/50 
-Prosthodontic benefits - 50/50 
26:2-1.2 Deductible 
- $25.00 per patient per contract year 
- $75.00 family maximum aggregate 
Effective July 1, 1989, the above deductibles 
shall not be applied to reimbursements for preventive and 
diagnostic services. 
26:2-1.3 Maximum - The per patient' 
maximum in any calendar year for such coverage shall be 
$1,500 through June 30, 2001, shall be increased to 
$1,750 effective July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002, and 
shall be increased to $2,000 effective July 1, 2002 and, 
thereafter. 
26:2-1.4 Orthodontics (applicable to 
eligible dependent children only) 
- co-payment 50/50 
- benefits subject to a $1,000 per case 
maximum separate from the maximum in 
26:2-1.3 above. 
26:2-2 Exclusions - dependent children are not; 
covered for prosthodontic benefits or for crowns, inlays* 
and gold restorations. > 
26:2-3 Continuations - the comprehensive plan in 
effect on September 1, 1985 shall continue for the 
duration of this agreement. 
26:3 PRESCRIPTION COVERAGE 
26:3-1 Provisions of Coverage 
The District shall provide a full family coverage 
prescription plan without charge to the employee but with 
a co-payment charge of $3.00 for generic drug 
prescriptions and $5.00 brand name drug prescriptions 
through June 2002. Effective July 1, 2002 the plan 
provided shall be $5.00 for generic drug prescriptions and 
$7.00 for brand name drug prescriptions. The District 
shall continue to provide, without charge to the employee, 
the Maintenance Drug program outlined in 26:3-3 with a 
co-payment charge of $3.00. 
26:3-2 Continuation of Plan 
The prescription plan shall be the same as is 
presently enjoyed. 
26:3-3 Maintenance Drug Program 
In addition, the maintenance drug program in effect 
on September 1, 1985 shall continue for the duration of 
this agreement. 
26:3-4 Duplicate Coverage Exclusion 
26:3-4.1 The parties recognize that under the 
provision of this Section duplication of coverage for 
married employees in the District exists. As a result of the 
dependent coverage provided herein such duplication of 
coverage is unnecessary. Therefore, as long as dependent 
coverage for prescriptions continues, the Association will 
agree to eliminate the duplication of prescription coverage 
for married employees in the District. It is understood, 
however, that this will in no way eliminate coverage for 
either spouse. 
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26:3-4.2 It is further agreed that in the case of!
 wh ich deductions were made The Ace • •• 
JS, the District will provide, at no extra f L i t * * „ « .
 BI, J ^ J ™ , T h e Ass°«ation treasurer married employees, the District will provide, at no extra 
charge to the parties, prescription cards for each spouse 
The parties agree that guidelines for the provision of 
prescription cards under this Section of the Agreement 
shall be mutually developed by the parties. 
26:3-4.3 In the event of the death of the spouses 
27:1-2 Certification of Information 
Each of the associations named above shall certify to 
- - -".. — ".v
 UKam u! me spousei &e District in writing, names of members and fh* ™J=„ t 
who is considered as the primary insured employee, orl rate of its membership dues. Any association « J l £ T n 
other circumstances which would cause a termination off change the rate of its membership duesX-n f 
coverage, the District shall provide for uninterrupted! District written notice prior to the effJtivTZ ^ f 
coverage for fhP. nth^r *m^n,,L ™A A^„A^„ V I „t,an„^ R „ „.,..._, y ° m e e t t e c t l ve date of such coverage for the other e ployee and dependents. 
26:4 OPTICAL COVERAGE | 
The District agrees to provide, at no cost to the' 
employee, optical coverage as detailed in Vision Service' 
Plan B-$10/$25 deductible coverage. 
change 
amended. 
By mutual agreement this section may be 
ARTICLE 27 
DEDUCTION FROM SALARY 
27:1 ASSOCIATION PAYROLL 
DUES DEDUCTION 
27:1-1 Authorization 
f 
The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of its[ 
27:2 LOCAL, STATE, AND NATIONAL SERVICES 
The District agrees to deduct from employees' 
salaries money for local, state and/or national a S a t i o n 
services and programs as said employees individual^
 a ^ 
voluntary authorize the District to deduct and t o t r Z ' n t 
the monies promptly to such association or a s s o d S S T 
27:3 TAX SHELTER ANNUITY PROGRAM 
The Tax Shelter Annuity Program shall continue to 
be made available to employees C a r r i e r ^ sad 
programs shall be subject to approval by both the District 
and the Association. However, the addition ofany new 
companies not currently being used by members of the 
„ b l ^ u ,.„ u>,uuw iium uic saiaucs ui \m . - . ~J «wnS uscu vy members of the 
employees, dues for the Paterson Education Association! f^ T sha11 b e hy mut^ agreement of the District 
the Passaic CountvEducation Assnriatinn th^ K W , W o J ana t t l e Association. District
 rPior.n~„ ^ ..... the Passaic County Education Association, the New Jersey; 
Education Association and the National Education 
Association, as said employees individually and 
voluntarily authorize the District to deduct. Suci! 
deductions shall be made in compliance with Chapter 233, 
Public Laws of 1969 and under rules established by the: —...lilu^ M maKe available to 
State Department of Education. Said monies togetherrmPloyees a payroll deduction to the North Jersey Federal 
with the records of any corrections shall be transmitted top Cre" l t U n i n n Nr(M" -<""—*- -' " 
the treasurer of the Paterson Education Association by the 
15th of each month following the monthly pay period in! 
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istrict rejection of proposed 
I additional carriers shall not be subject to the grievance 
I procedure. 
27:4 CREDIT UNION DEDUCTIONS 
The District shall contin e to k  il l  
lo ees a        
Credit nion. New requests shall be submitted on 
monthly basis. 
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27:5 TRANSMITTAL OF DEDUCTIONS 27:6-7 On the last working day of each month the 
. District will submit to the Association treasurer a list of all 
The District agrees to transmit deductions from
 empi0yees who began their employment in the unit during 
employees' salaries to tax shelter annuity and credit umojj ^
 i o u s t h i r t y ( 3 0 ) d a y s T h e U s t w i u i n d u d e n a m e s > 
accounts within five (5) working days following the da» d a t e o f employment, social security number, assignment, 
the deductions from the employees' salaries are made
 hoffle a d d r e s s a n d t e l e p h o n e n u m b e r . 
wherever possible. 
cinviTATTrvM vvx? 27:6-8 The District agrees to advise each new 
27:6 REPRESENTATION FEE .
 appiicant of his/her right to join the Association or to have 
27-6-1 If a bargaining unit member does noil a representation fee deducted from his/her check during 
become a member of the Association effective Septembef &e first thirty (30) days of employment. 
1 of each year, or during the course of the year if s/he is |
 2 7 ; 6 . 9 T h e A s s o c i a t i o n a g r e e s t 0 e s t a b i i s h a n d 
new employee, said unit member shall be required to pa | m a i n t a i n a d e m a n d a n d r e t u m t e m a s r e q u i r e d b 
a representation fee to the Association for tnalv[ j s A 34:13A-5 6 
membership year. The purpose of the fee is to offset the 
cost of services rendered by the Association. 27:6-10 The Association agrees to indemnify and 
, , , hold the employer harmless against any liability course of 
27:6-2 Prior to September 1, of each year th« c t i o n o r c l a i m s o f l o s s w h a t s o e v e r a r i s i n a s a r e s u l t o f 
Association shall notify the District in writing of the|
 said deductions. 
amount of the regular membership dues charged by tht| 
Association. The representation fee paid by non member! 
shall be equal to 85% of that amount. I i,™™ ^ <io 
I AK11CLE 2o 
27:6-3 If the representation fee is increased by UwJ MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
it will automatically be increased at the beginning of thl
 N O N . D I S C R I M I N A T I O N 
next Association membership year. f8,1 n u w "*»^uvurNAiiuJN 
27:6-4 Prior to September 1, the Treasurer of thl , T h e D i s t r i c t a n d t h e Association agree that there 
Association shall submit to the District Secretary a list of1*" b e n o discrimination, and that all practices, 
employees who have not become members. The DistricfPr0Cedures 'and P o l l c i e s o f t h e s c h ° o 1 system shall clearly 
will commence deducting the representation fee in th|exemPhfy t h a t t h e r e l s n o discrimination in the hiring, 
October paycheck and transmit it to the Association. ! " § ' assignment, promotion, transfer, or discipline of 
Jemployees or in the application or administration of this 
27:6-5 If an employee terminates his/hei|Agreement on the basis of race, creed, color, religion, 
employment or is terminated by the District, it is agreelnational origin, sex, domicile, or marital status. 
the total remaining portion of the representation fee shall
 n T C X m f ™ vrk1 T r , v 
be deducted from the employee's final paycheck. V*-A Ult> l K 1 L"x f ^ ^ l C Y 
27:6-6 As near as possible, the process of collectinl ™ s . Agreement constitutes District policy for the 
and distributing the representation fee shall follow thferm o f s a i d Agreement, and the District shall carry out the 
normal dues deduction process. commitments contamed herein and give them full force 
land effect as District policy. I
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28:3 SAVINGS CLAUSE 
Except as this Agreement shall otherwise provide," 
all terms and conditions of employment applicable on the 
effective date of this Agreement to employees covered b) 
this Agreement as established by the rules, regulations 
and/or policies of the District in force on said date shall 
continue to be so applicable during the term of this 
Agreement. Unless otherwise provided in this 
Agreement, nothing contained herein shall be interpreted. 
and/or applied so as to eliminate, reduce nor otherwise 
detract from any employee benefit existing prior to its 
effective date. 
28:4 SEPARABILITY 
If any provision of this Agreement or aity 
application of this Agreement to any employee or group oi 
employees is held to be contrary to law, then sucti^  
provision or application shall not be deemed valid and! 
subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all! 
other provisions or applications shall continue in full forcef 
and effect. 
f 
28:5 COMPLIANCE BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL 
CONTRACT AND MASTER AGREEMENT 
Any individual contact between the District and art 
individual employee, heretofore or hereafter executed,* 
shall be subject to and consistent with the terms andl 
conditions of this Agreement. If an individual contractj 
contains any language inconsistent with the Agreement! 
this Agreement, during its duration shall be controlling, j 
i 
I 
Agreement is signed. The Agreement shall be presented 
to all employees now employed and hereafter employed. 
28:7 NOTICE 
Whenever any notice is required to be given by 
either of the parties to this Agreement to the other, 
pursuant to the provision(s) of this Agreement, either 
party shall do so by telegram or registered letter at the 
following addresses: 
1. If by the Association, to the Paterson School 
District at: 
Paterson Public Schools 
33-35 Church Street 
Paterson, New Jersey 07505 
28:6 PRINTING AGREEMENT 
Four thousand five hundred (4500) copies of this! 
Agreement shall be printed at the joint expense of the! 
District and Association, after agreement with the! 
Association on format, within thirty (30) days after thel 
2. If by the District, to the Association at: 
Paterson Education Association 
95 West Broadway 
Paterson, New Jersey 07505 
or summer address of the President of the 
Association 
28:8 DISTRICT RIGHTS 
The management of the school district and the 
direction of the professional staff including the right to 
plan, organize and control school operations, the right to 
hire, promote, suspend, or discharge employees for cause, 
or to reduce staff for legitimate reasons, or the right to 
introduce new and improved methods or facilities, or to 
change existing education methods or facilities, and to 
| manage the schools in the traditional manner is vested 
exclusively in the Paterson School District except to the 
extent that these rights are limited by this Agreement, 
applicable case law, and the laws of the State of New 
Jersey. 
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ARTICLE 29 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
29:1 INTERRUPTIONS OF INSTRUCTION 
The District agrees that there shall be no 
unnecessary interruptions of instruction. 
29:2 WORKSTATION FACILITIES 
The District agrees to make every reasonable effort* 
to comply with the following as soon as possible: 
1. Proper furniture in every workstation. 
2. Adequate lighting in every workstation. 
3. Effective repair and maintenance of school 
buildings. 
29:3 COMMITTEE 
The parties agree that a committee consisting of two 
(2) members of the Association and a representative from 
custodians to meet on a regular basis with the District's 
Business Administrator to discuss problems of mutual' 
interest not covered by the contract. 
29:4 OVERALL APPROACH 
29:4-1 Plant and Equipment Repair 
The parties agree that certain minimal levels of_ 
quality are essential in the physical plant and equipment at| 
every school. Therefore, all instances of substandard* 
physical plant (leaking roofs, inadequate heating, 
ventilation, lighting, etc.) and equipment (copy machines, 
etc.) will be corrected at every school. 
29:4-2 Maintenance Progress Reports 
The District agrees to provide the P.E.A. with a 
maintenance update by September 1, 1992. A progress 
report will be provided to the P.E.A. on a regular basis. It 
will be necessary to distinguish between immediate 
repairs and capital projects; the parties agree that priority 
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will be given to correcting conditions that cause the 
greatest barriers to student achievement. 
ARTICLE 30 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
30:1 DURATION 
This Agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2000, 
and shall continue in effect through June 30, 2001. Its 
provisions shall then be in effect from July 1, 2001 
through June 30, 2004 except as hereinafter provided, 
subject to any amendments hereto made in writing and 
agreed to by both parties or subject to a successor 
Agreement negotiated and agreed upon by the parties. 
30:2 STATUS OF INCORPORATION 
In witness whereof the parties hereto have caused 
this Agreement to be signed by their respective 
secretaries, all on the day and year above written. 
APPENDIX A: 
SITE BASED MANAGEMENT/ 
SHARED DECISION MAKING 
PROCESS FOR SCHOOLS TO 
SUBMIT PROGRAM PROPOSALS 
Proposals for programs that do not require actions 
involving either staffing, additional funding, curriculum, 
or District policy can be implemented by the school staff 
without review by the joint committee overseeing site-
based management/shared decision-making in the District 
provided such proposals are in compliance with the terms 
of this Agreement. Such proposals should, however, be 
forwarded to the committee for informational purposes. 
Proposals for programs that do involve one or more of 
those elements must be approved by the committee before 
implementation. 
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